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ED SPEAK
The Favourite Business Magazine of Retail Jewellers

The gold price is prohibitively high and as per forecast, it will continue to steadily hike 
in the future (notwithstanding the slump to a nearly one -year low few days ago). And 
the Centre’s recent decision to raise the import duty on gold from 7.5 per cent to 12.5 
percent has made it dearer.  It is bound to impact the volume sale of gold as most people 
buy within budgets. 

And the industry’s inadvertent response to it by reducing the weight of gold to make 
jewellery more affordable will only work till a point.  Beyond that it is the power of the 
brand and its storytelling that will create value for customers and entice them to buy 
(regardless of occasions), overlooking the high rate of gold or occasional duty hikes. 

In today’s world, brands help consumers project who they are and make a statement 
about themselves. Contrary to the immutable familial bonds that jewellers boast of and 
believe will continue to get them repeat customers, this is the new social reality that 
jewellers will have to factor into their businesses.

Jewellers’ will have to observe this changing behavior and create distinctions 
and attributes that consumers will feel emotionally connected with (going beyond 
the personal relationships with the owners or sales associates). That consumers 
are increasingly choosing a ‘brand’ over a ‘product’ will help jewellers win in a 
commoditized market for jewellery and command a premium proportionate to the 
value their brand creates. 

The Code of Origin program by De Beers is one such unique disruptor in the natural 
diamond business that promises to carve out a new space in the market for a diamond 
jeweller and ensures there is ample value in line with new customer expectations. 
Code of Origin builds an individualised story of each diamond, tracing it back to its 
mine of origin and showing the impact it has had on people and planet. It takes natural 
diamond storytelling to a whole new level.

For the first time a jeweller has the opportunity to proclaim the highest ethical 
standards for his own business, in letter and spirit. The new narrative for natural 
diamonds gives a unique opportunity to jewellers to reaffirm the confidence of those 
loyal consumers who have been buying into their value proposition of trust and quality 
for decades. Code of Origin will potentially create a significant gap between two natural 
diamond retailers. 

In this edition, our detailed coverage of the recently held De Beers annual forum, 
gives an overview of how the Code of Origin offers every Indian diamantaire nothing 
less than a secure, well-charted passage to a rock-solid future for natural diamonds and 
the up and coming trends that will impact the jewellery retail business.

 In another feature we highlight the practical challenges that the government must 
overcome in consultation with the jewellers to ensure a smooth and 
hassle-free execution of the proposed inclusion of Polki, Jadau and 
Kundan jewellery in the hallmarking ambit. 

Lastly, in this edition our cover feature RJ recommends, an annual 
ritual of sorts, puts the spotlight on new and innovative products. The 
Retail Jeweller team calls upon its years of honed expertise to curate 
designs from a host of manufacturing companies showcasing at 
IIS 2022. It is a handy guide for retailers looking for new design 
solutions in the labyrinth of designs exhibited at IIJS. Soma Bhatta

soma@retailjewellerindia.com

The ultimate 
natural diamond 
story
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The Retail Jeweller team calls upon 
its years of honed expertise to curate 
designs from a host of manufacturing 
companies showcasing at IIS 2022.  

RJ recommends is a handy guide for 
retailers looking for new design  

solutions for their stores as it brings 
to the fore the best of the latest 

collections unveiling at the show.
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2021 was the strongest year ever for De Beers’ natural diamond business. This 
outstanding performance despite the pandemic shows how alluring diamonds 

remain for consumers worldwide. At the De Beers Forevermark Forum this 
year, a key roadmap to the future for the gems in India.

CELEBRATING
FOREVERNESS

   Soma Bhatta 038038

SPECIAL FEATURE POLKI HALLMARKING
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The recent changes in the hallmarking norms of jewellery/artefacts and the proposed 
inclusion of Polki, Jadau and Kundan jewellery in the hallmarking ambit is being  

received by  the industry with a dose of scepticism and mixed opinions

T
here has been a mixed 
response from the 
industry to the second 
phase of mandatory 
hallmarking of gold 

jewellery and artefacts. This time, 
hallmarking includes three caratages 
of gold jewellery/artefacts, i.e., 20k, 
23k, and 24k with the past slabs of 
14k, 18k, and 22k gold respectively. 
Besides, the government has 
included 32 more districts under the 
ambit of hallmarking, taking the tally 
to 288 districts. 

While there is a broad 
consensus that transitioning to 

comprehensive hallmarking is 
the right step, many jewellers 
believe that revoking the 
exemption granted to Kundan, 
Polki and Jadaau from the scope of 
mandatory hallmarking is likely to 
cause lot of operational challenges. 
They agree that consumers hesitate 
to buy jewellery in kundan, jadhau 
and polki because of lesser value 
during resale or exchange, but also 
opine that the current policy isn’t 
aligned with the ground realities. 

Multi-caratage problem
Polki, Kundan and Jadau jewellery 

are works of art and is usually made 
of an amalgamation of multiple 
caratages of gold. “Not only 
that, many-a-times it includes 
silver too. Hallmarking of such 
jewellery is next to impossible,” 
feels Vaibhav Saraf, Director, 
Aisshpra Gems & Jewels. 

As per the current hallmarking law, 
the lowest caratage of gold used in 
any kundal, polki or jadau jewellery 
will be identified as the total caratage 
of the jewellery piece in question. 
Jewellers say that will have serious 
implications for the business both in 
terms of cost and confidence.

Plausibility of 

Polki, Jadau and Kundan’s
HALLMARKING,

industry weighs in on the debate

Krsna Kukreja

044044
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is a Spectacle to Experience 
First-Hand 

Priyanka Banerjee 

The House of PMJ
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As told to Shubham Dasgupta

It will benefi t retailers if they come out
of the mindset of business seasonality

Nakul Bansal
Director, Sona Chandi 
Jewellers, Haldwani

once or twice a year, but they are 
in for the premium inventory. If 
I talk about my city, I can say that 
the demand for designer jewellery 
has seen an almost 50% jump from 
the pre-pandemic era. Previously, 
customers used to settle for routine 
designs. They no longer do that. 

In my opinion, we have the 
pandemic-induced social media 
hangover to thank for. When we 
were shut indoors, fashinistas took 
the time to explore how luxury was 
perceived abroad. This exploration 
has slowly made the average Indian 
jewellery lover aware of the Tiffany’s 
and Cartier’s of the world. Today’s 
customers are exposed to hundreds 
and thousands of jewellery designs 
which trend at the click of a button. 
So, they know what jewellery to buy 
and what not to buy. They want to go 
with the trend. 

For example, fi rst copy jewellery 
designs of Versace, Bulgari, and 
Louis Vuitton, with respect to 
pendants, bracelets, rings, etc are 
coming into the market in the 
last 6 months to one year. Indian 
customers are price-centric and 
many of them might not afford 
an Rs 8 lakh bracelet from an 
international jewellery house. 
So, those types of customers 
have started demanding the fi rst 
copy of those jewellery designs. 
Upon receiving a lot of enquiries 
from customers in advance, we 
decided to keep a separate line 
of this particular jewellery in the 
showroom. 

It is interesting to know how 
the millennials have shifted their 
preferences because of different 
circumstances before and after the 
pandemic. Previously, this cohort 
of below 40 years of age used to 
be frequent buyers. They used to 

window-shop a lot of time and had 
an average purchasing capacity of 
Rs 1-1.25 lacs. Now, they are willing 
to spend Rs 2.5-3 lacs on designer 
jewellery. So, the ticket size has 
increased. Currently, this type of 
range occupies 40% of my inventory.

Also, people enter the 
showroom with strong intent and 
determination to buy these days. 
Due to this, us jewellers have to 
be on our toes to keep only those 
designs that are on high demand, 
throughout the year. 

Previously, we used to keep 
routine designs during the off-
season as the demand used to 
be generally low. Post-Covid, the 
notion of seasons has gone out 
the window as customers buy 
whenever they want to. So, the 
pressure is currently on retailers to 
maintain a good inventory amidst 
the rising prices of gold, diamond 
and gemstones. Inventory will get 
dearer day by day, but absorbing 
that cost of investment and sourcing 
premium inventory is going to 
benefi t the retailer in the long run, 
because there is nothing called as 
off-season. The customer can come 
in any time of the year. Purchases 
are not necessarily timed with 
weddings or festivals. Retailers will 
now have to be armed with the full 
bouquet of designs round the year. 

C
onsumer behaviour has 
seen a drastic change 
post-Covid. Before 
the pandemic, many 

customers used to visit the 
showrooms once every month or 
two months. They used to buy at 
least 3-4 types of jewellery in one 
year. Post-Covid, that tendency 
has shifted to designer jewellery. 
Customers now look for selected, 
unique products. Their buying 
frequency has reduced to maybe 

Jewellers can no 
longer slacken up in the 
traditionally non-peak 

months.  The markets are 
ripe with opportunities.  

There is no longer an off-
season for business,  every 

day is a business day!
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With gold rates already at a historic high, the steep and unexpected recent import duty 
increase is going to hurt the industry as well as the end-consumer.

Krsna Kukreja  

T
he Centre has raised the 
basic import duty on 
gold from 7.5 per cent to 
12.5 per cent. The move, 
announced on 30 June, 

is a response to the falling Indian 
rupee, which recently hit a record 
low of Rs80 against the US dollar. 
The clear intention is to reduce 
the pressure on India’s current 
account deficit and resist further 
depreciation of the rupee.

For the gems and jewellery 
industry, however, the hike has 
come as a shock. Still recuperating 
from a crushing pandemic, this is 
a decision that is neither expected 
nor welcome. Retailers are divided 
about the aptness of the move 

and unhappy with the lack of 
forewarning.
“There was a sudden wave 
of gold imports in May and 
June that [affected] the trade 
deficit badly. This is a knee-jerk 
reaction by the government,” 
says Abhishek Kajaria, founder, 
Avama Jewellers, Kolkata. 
“Although it puts pressure on the 
supply chain, it is a justified step,” 
he says, expressing his mixed 
feelings. “It is a [reversal of] the 
government’s reduction of the 
import duty to 7.5 per cent last 
year, which had strengthened the 
domestic industry.”
Apart from hurting an already 
stressed domestic industry, there 
is growing concern about a likely 

rise in gold smuggling. “The new 
duty creates an 18 per cent cost 
difference between gold in 
India and the Middle East. The 
price difference between gold 
rate in India and neighboring 
countries is around Rs9 lakh per 
kg, so, obviously, smuggling will 
increase,” says Mansukh Kothari, 
Owner, Vasupati Jewellers. 

A revival of smuggling also would 
lead to unhealthy competition 
in the market, as unorganised 
players take undue advantage 
of the arbitrage opportunity 
and organised players lose out. 
Jewellers in small towns and rural 
markets, where the trade is largely 
unorganised, will suffer more than 
metro-based brands.

IMPORT DUTY HIKE ON GOLD  
TO NEGATIVELY IMPACT THE 

TRADE: RETAILERS

7.5% >> 12.5
GOLD IMPORT

DUTY HIKE
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‘Very impressive 
coverage of colour 
gemstones market’
This type of detailed report has been 
published for the fi rst time by The 
Retail Jeweller magazine. The insights 
and data were amazing. More reports 
like this should be published in 
future editions. Colour gemstones are 
overall a new product. Through the 
report, I understood that jewellers 
should separately maintain the colour 
gemstone inventory. 

Sumeet Anand,
Owner, Punjabi Saraf Jewellers,
Indore

‘I felt motivated and 
called up a couple of 
manufacturers ’
I have never seen such a detailed report 
on colour gemstones. The report had 
lot of useful recommendations. I felt 
motivated and called up a couple of 
manufacturers to tell them that colour 
stones are the next big thing and we 
should develop something in white or 
rose gold using colour stones. To date, 
we are into semi-precious stones. It 
was pointed out that ruby needs to be 
re-invented to target the next generation.

Saumitra Saraf,
Director, Aisshpra Gems and Jewels, 
Gorakhpur

‘Precious Gemstone 
Report, a ready 
reckoner for every 
jeweller’
I found the data on precious 
stones insightful and informative. 
Also, the key findings in the 
report are a ready reckoner for 
every jeweller looking to amplify 
precious stone collections. The 
presentation of the report was 
also very impressive. It gave a very 
premium feel and made it easy to 
read.in future. 
Antony Prince
Director, Prince Jewellery, 
Chennai

‘Precious Gemstone 
report gives strong 
insights’
The overall content was very nicely 
presented and would help the 
readers understand the colour 
gemstone market in the country. The 
report mentions that if retailers give 
more visibility to gemstone jewellery 
by keeping them on the counters, it 
will attract customers as there is a big 
market for the same. I think it’s the 
right advice, in the right direction, 
and the retailers should implement 
the idea in their stores.

Ravi Kapoor,
MD, Kay’s Jewels, Kanpur

‘I felt motivated and 
called up a couple of 
manufacturers ’
I really appreciate the fact that the 
research was taken in almost 9 
cities in the country. The report is 
a handy guide for those who want 
to boost their colour gemstone 
business. I’m using the report 
as a study and I’m sure many 
other retailers will also be able to 
strategise their marketing efforts 
on the kind of designs they need to 
launch in all three categories. The 
challenges faced by each gemstone 
were appropriately addressed.

Pankaj Khurana,
Director, Khurana Jewellery 
House, Amritsar

A MAGAZINE WITH SOMETHING NEW TO LEARN FROM EACH TIME
Our readers wrote back to us after our last edition,

and the feedback was awesome. Here are s ome excerpts 
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Jewellers and manufacturers react to the draft 
Standard Operating Procedure for facilitating 
e-commerce jewellery exports through the 
courier route.

quoteunquote

Colin Shah,
Founder & MD, Kama Schachter, Mumbai

We are heartened and 
extremely encouraged 
by the government’s 

commitment to usher in a 
new era of gem and jewellery 
exports through e-commerce 
via the courier route. Of all the 
policy support the industry has 
received, the new e-commerce 
policy is unprecedented. � ere is 
a huge demand through e-com-
merce. So, the sky’s the limit for 
our export growth, if we make 
the most of this golden 
opportunity.

The new 
e-commerce policy is 
unprecedented

� ere is a good percentage of Keralites settled in foreign countries and 
thus, there is a huge potential and demand for Kerala and South Indian 

jewellery. I think the recent SOPs will give more clarity and encourage more 
retailers to export to overseas markets through the courier route. I 
welcome this step wholeheartedly. It will bene� t those retailers who 
have a strong e-commerce presence in overseas markets.

Sachitananda Pai, Managing Partner, A Geeri Pai Gold and Diamonds, Kochii

I think it’s a very important decision 
which will have a huge impact on fur-

ther enhancement of India’s gems and jewellery 
exports. � e current exports route has a lot of 
obstacles and the Standard Operating Proce-
dures have made the entire process very clear 
and simple. We have seen that the demand for 
Indian jewellery is very high in the West. So, if 
a customer from those countries likes 
a piece made here, it will be easy for 
the jewellers to send it directly to him 
through the courier process. 

I have been into active diamond jewellery 
exports for the past 13-14 years. I have 
seen that although there are physical stores 

of Indian jewellery overseas, they are too expen-
sive. Due to this reason, there is a huge demand for 
Indian jewellery from brands based out of India. 
� e more jewellery exports happen, the more 
foreign currency the government earns. We have 
been doing jewellery exports via the courier route 
for the last 1.5 years and it will grow 
manifold in the upcoming 2-3 years.

It will encourage more retailers to export to overseas markets

SOPs have made the entire process very clear and 
simple

The exports will grow manifold in the upcoming 
2-3 years

Saurabh
Gadgil,
MD and CEO, 
PNG Jewellers, Pune

Anil Talwar,
Managing Partner, Talwarsons 
Jewellers, Chandigarh
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I think it will have a positive impact on the Indian gems and jewellery 
industry. � e gems and jewellery exports to UAE have increased signi� cantly 
and Khurana Jewellery House has also started doing a lot of business with the 

UAE due to the CEPA agreement between the two countries. One major issue the 
exporters were facing was the issue of re-import. However, as per the latest SOPs, the 
government has allowed the re-import of gold jewellery in case of rejections 
by foreign clients. It will help to increase the con� dence in purchasing 
Indian jewellery by foreign clients.  
Aayush Khurana, Director, Khurana Jewellery House, Amritsar

Re-import to increase the confidence in Indian jewellery

Jewellers and manufacturers react to the draft 
Standard Operating Procedure for facilitating 
e-commerce jewellery exports through the 
courier route.

quoteunquote

Deepak Choksi,
Director, CVM Jewels, Ahmedabad

� e biggest challenge of 
exporting small par-

cels to end customers was the 
shipping charges. I think, the 
courier route would be more 
cost-e� ective. We were looking 
for a similar facility for a long 
time. Currently, there are too 
many rules and regulations 
applying to jewellery exports. 
I have to travel to Mumbai to 
complete the export formalities. 
I think this decision will give 
a boost to the ease of 
doing business in the 
jewellery industry.

Courier route would 
be more cost-effective

I think it will not only bene� t the jewel-
lers to send their products with ease to 

the foreign countries but also bene� t the local 
karigars who get a good platform to display 
their skill and talent to the overseas markets. 
If the orders from foreign countries increase, 
then it will also bring more work and mone-
tary bene� ts to the local karigars. I have a lot of 
overseas customers based out of Canada and 
the UK and I think the recent decision 
will give them more con� dence to order 
jewellery directly from India.

I welcome the announcement to draft 
Standard Operating Procedure for 

facilitating e-commerce jewellery exports 
through the courier route. I think the recent 
step will provide a simplifi ed regulatory 
framework for manufacturers and traders who 
want to export jewellery through e-commerce. 
The new rule would permit jewellery export 
through courier mode only after receipt of full 
advance and photos of the export jewellery 
which I think is a good move as it 
will safeguard the interests of the 
manufacturers and traders.

Local karigars will be benefited

Brands should nurture current clientele to 
optimise marketing costs

Mahender 
Khurana,
Partner, Sunder Jewellers,
Chandigarh

Mitesh Gajera,
Owner, Laxmi Diamond Pvt Ltd, 
Mumbai
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TRENDS IN STORE

What
Retailers are
SHOWCASING...
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TRENDS IN STORE

ABHUSHAN
GOLD & DIAMONDS

C KRISHNIAH 
CHETTY & SONS

GOLD & DIAMONDSGOLD & DIAMONDSGOLD & DIAMONDS
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TRENDS IN STORE

KHIMJI JEWELS

NARAYAN 
JEWELLERS
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TRENDS IN STORE

LAXMI GANESH 
JEWELLERS
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TRENDS IN STORE
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2021 was the strongest year ever for De Beers’ natural diamond business. This 
outstanding performance despite the pandemic shows how alluring diamonds 

remain for consumers worldwide. At the De Beers Forevermark Forum this 
year, a key roadmap to the future for the gems in India.

CELEBRATING
FOREVERNESS

   Soma Bhatta
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H
ow to imbue a natural 
gemstone with the 
most powerful human 
emotion, romantic 
love, and make it 

symbolic of love’s pure and 
immortal nature? That was the 
task before De Beers when, 75 
years ago, advertising firm N 
W Ayer & Son composed the 
unbeatable, enduring line, “A 
diamond is forever.” These four 
powerful words — along with the 
gem’s own peerless qualities, of 
course — helped give the diamond 
its firm and lasting hold on the 
modern consumer imagination.

The memorable marketing tagline 
marks its diamond jubilee this 
year, and was justly celebrated at 
the 11th edition of the annual De 
Beers Forevermark Forum. Held 29 
June¬¬–1 July at the J W Marriot 
Sahar, Mumbai, the 2022 Forum 
was dedicated to unveiling the 
significance of these four words for 
the past, present and future of the 
diamond industry.

Addressing an influential 
audience of more than 300 retail 
jewellers and manufacturers at the 
Forum, Sachin Jain, MD, De Beers 
India, retold the story of the brand 
as it has evolved since the mid-20th 
century. The brand has stayed in 
step with the culture, he said, which 
is why “‘A diamond is forever’ has 
stayed in vogue for 75 years.”

FOUR BIG SHIFTS
In his address, Marc Jacheet, CEO, 
De Beers Brands, reminded the 
attendees that “It is our common 
responsibility to work towards 
strengthening the diamond dream.” 
Jewellery marketing campaigns, 
he suggested, should be less 
closely tied to festive and gifting 
occasions, and seek instead to 
immerse potential consumers 
in an experience that will stir 
emotion and great desire. “Great 
brands don’t always talk about their 
products,” he said.

The retail landscape is evolving 
fast, as the Covid-19 pandemic 
eases. Jacheet outlined four big 
shifts that he said would impact the 
jewellery business over the next few 
years. The first is that consumers 
increasingly express themselves 
through their choices, and brands 
have to accommodate this social 
reality. “As brands, we make a 
statement about who we are, and 
we seek to reflect the personality 
of the user.” The shift to brands is 
inevitable, he said, because “they 
create aspiration and desirability”.

The second shift is in how brands 
manage their clients. “We must 
fulfill the diamond dream in retail 
by putting the client first,” Jacheet 
said. This means “personalised 
designs, top-notch service and a 
phenomenal experience”.

The third shift is towards digital. 
“Web 3.0 is the new reality, and we 
must embrace it to stay relevant to a 
younger audience.” As the industry 
moves into a post–Covid-19 market, 
Jacheet added, De Beers has 
announced bold plans to enter the 
Metaverse to explore and test the 
new possibilities. 

The fourth shift he identified as 
“Purpose; customers will seek more 
meaning in the brands they choose. 

 De Beers will up its game 
and work toward a better future 

by investing large capital, 
backing its code of origin with 

appropriate technology, becoming 
carbon-neutral by capturing 
carbon and using renewable 

energy, focusing on a net positive 
impact on biodiversity, and 

providing equal employment to 
men and women by the end of the 

year 2030.

We are working towards 
elevating the De Beers natural-

diamond buying experience. 
Now, every customer will have 
the privilege of knowing the 

good that their own particular 
diamond is doing. 

SACHIN JAIN,
MD, De Beers Forevermark India
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We’re going to strengthen the 
future of De Beers in the modern 
diamond world by telling our story, 
keeping our clients first, being 
digitally forward by embracing 
Web 3.0 and highlighting our 
purpose. We aim to focus on the 
four ‘P’s: provenance, people, 
planet and profit.”

De Beers, said Sachin Jain, will 
courageously and wholeheartedly 
embrace the transformative and 
disruptive nature of change to stay 
ahead of the curve. Already the 
world’s leading diamond brand, the 
company is committed to “creating 
a high-end retail experience which 
will gain the product more respect 
and admiration”.

BUILDING FOREVER
“Building Forever” is De Beers’ 
two-word mission statement, a 
resonant reminder to the industry 
to ensure that every diamond gifted 
us by Mother Earth gives back in 
equal measure. “Protecting the 
natural world, partnering with 
striving communities and adhering 
to the highest ethical mining 
standards,” Jain said, are goals that 
“hold the utmost importance for 
each and every person working at 
De Beers”.

As the largest and most trusted 
natural diamond brand, “De Beers 
will up its game and work toward 
a better future,” said Jain, “by 
investing large capital, backing its 

code of origin with appropriate 
technology, becoming carbon-
neutral by capturing carbon and 
using renewable energy, focusing 
on a net positive impact on 
biodiversity, and providing equal 
employment to men and women by 
the end of the year 2030.”

PEOPLE AND PLANET
It is time, Jain said, to take 
De Beers’ inspiring diamond 
story to the customers. “We are 
working towards elevating the De 
Beers natural-diamond buying 
experience. Now, every customer 
will have the privilege of knowing 
the good that <i>their</i> own 
particular diamond is doing. These 
stories will be individualised, 
tracing the journey of each diamond 
back to its mine of origin and 
showing the impact it has had on 
people and the planet.” This Code of 
Origin will make De Beers’ natural 
diamond storytelling even more 
meaningful.

“We at De Beers strongly 
believe that the share of diamond 
consumption in India will enter 
double digits as we strengthen our 
narrative of the good our natural 
diamonds do in the world,” said 
Pratihari.

The high commissioner of 
Botswana in India, Mr. Gilbert 
Shimane Mangole, was one of the 
key speakers. “In Botswana, De 
Beers has contributed immensely 

to sustainable development,” he 
said. “It has helped transform 
Botswana from the poorest country 
in the world into a middle-income 
country. Diamonds in Botswana 
account for 76 per cent of our 
export revenue, 45 per cent of 
government revenue and 33 per 
cent of GDP. Today, Botswana is one 
of the highest per capita income 
countries in Africa, and much of 
the credit for this phenomenal 
development and growth goes to 
De Beers.”

 Growth is observed in 
fine jewellery by 3–4 per 

cent, in branded jewellery 
by 8–12 per cent, and in 
jewellery which has a 

purpose behind it by 25–35 
per cent, respectively

ESTHER OBERBECK,
Head of Strategy for De Beers Group

 It is our common responsibility to work towards 
strengthening the diamond dream.

We’re going to strengthen the future of De Beers in the modern 
diamond world by telling our story, keeping our clients first, 

being digitally forward by embracing Web 3.0 and highlighting 
our purpose. We aim to focus on the four ‘P’s: provenance, 

people, planet and profit

MARC JACHEET,
CEO, De Beers Brands
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 We will end 2022 
with 2.5 lakh diamonds 

inscribed, and 30 exclusive 
De Beers stores

AMIT PRATIHARI,
GM, De Beers Forevermark

FACETS OF GROWTH
Today, sales of jewellery that is 
clearly purposed for specific kinds 
of uses, or that is personalised to 
the client’s needs, are growing 
fastest. In her presentation to the 
Forum, Esther Oberbeck, Head of 
Strategy for De Beers Group and 
an Executive Director of De Beers 
UK, offered the data. “Growth is 
observed in fine jewellery by 3–4 
per cent, in branded jewellery by 
8–12 per cent, and in jewellery 
which has a purpose behind it by 
25–35 per cent, respectively,” she 
said.

“In India, De Beers has more 
than 275 De Beers Forevermark 
stores across 60 cities, and over 
100 retail partners across the 
country,” said Amit Pratihari, GM, 
De Beers Forevermark, delivering 
a future-focused message on 
the brand as well as its growth 
potential in India. “We will end 
2022 with 2.5 lakh diamonds 
inscribed, and 30 exclusive De 
Beers stores.” 

INVESTING IN 
TOMORROW
A company that captured and 
held the imagination of billions 
of people for decade after decade, 
almost single-handedly nurturing 
a modern, global industry, is a 
company that can keep its promise 
of a new era of branded diamonds.

De Beers is making sizeable 
investments in the future of 
natural diamonds. For instance, 
says Jain, “We have bought the 
[world’s largest custom-built 
diamond mining] vessel. This 
vessel mines the seabed sediment 
off the Atlantic coast of southern 
Africa, picking up diamonds 
which have travelled down rivers 
into the sea over a million years.”

A $2 billion cash injection by 
De Beers in its Venetia mine in 
South Africa also made headlines. 
The investment enables the 
transition from surface operations 

to underground mining, a change 
that effectively secures the mine’s 
lifespan for another two decades.

For decades, the company’s 
perseverance and farsightedness 
have created opportunity after 
opportunity for its partners. It 
has always been future-oriented 
and committed to brand-building. 
At the Forum this year, De Beers 
outlined its ongoing, long-term 
effort to redefine its product in 
parallel with evolving consumer 
behaviour and desires. The 
outcome is a pathbreaking 
roadmap aimed at creating a 
new sense of consumer pride 
in owning branded natural 
diamonds. De Beers is paving the 
way for the diamond industry to 
protect the image and elevate the 
experience of natural diamonds.

Sustainability is quickly 
becoming a mainstream 
consideration for consumers. “It 
is already shaping boardroom 
decisions at all large companies,” 
said Harsh Mariwala, at the Forum. 
As the world climbs out of the 
pandemic and economies recover 
their vigour and optimism, buyers 
are making more thoughtful 
choices. “Conscious consumption” 
is fast overshadowing conspicuous 
consumption as a guide to 
consumer decision-making.

India is no outlier to this global 
trend. What seemed to be, not 
so long ago, a distant reality of 
Western markets — a preference 
for brands, connected consumers 
hungry for a larger purpose 
beyond profit and business — is 
very much the rule here and now.

OPPORTUNITY OF A 
LIFETIME
De Beers has key advantages 
enjoyed by no other diamond 
enterprise. It has a deep and rich 
history, a rare ability to remain at 
the cutting edge, long experience 
in crafting a narrative, and a 
relentless pursuit of perfection. 

These attributes underpin its 
effort to build a better future 
for the planet and its people 
and, without question, for all its 
partners as well.

The Code of Origin is a unique 
disruptor in the natural diamond 
business, a true market driver 
for natural diamonds. The Code 
enables every jeweller who retails 
De Beers natural diamonds 
to disclose the source of each 
gem, while proudly affirming 
the ethical standards, in letter 
and spirit, of one of the most 
trusted global luxury brands, and 
proclaiming the highest ethical 
standards for his own business. 
The Code of Origin offers every 
Indian diamantaire nothing 
less than a secure, well-charted 
passage to a rock-solid future for 
natural diamonds.

At the annual De Beers 
Forevermark Forum 2022,  
the diamond behemoth set  
a new direction for the  
diamond industry towards  
a sparkling future.
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The recent changes in the hallmarking norms of jewellery/artefacts and the proposed 
inclusion of Polki, Jadau and Kundan jewellery in the hallmarking ambit is being  

received by  the industry with a dose of scepticism and mixed opinions

T
here has been a mixed 
response from the 
industry to the second 
phase of mandatory 
hallmarking of gold 

jewellery and artefacts. This time, 
hallmarking includes three caratages 
of gold jewellery/artefacts, i.e., 20k, 
23k, and 24k with the past slabs of 
14k, 18k, and 22k gold respectively. 
Besides, the government has 
included 32 more districts under the 
ambit of hallmarking, taking the tally 
to 288 districts. 

While there is a broad 
consensus that transitioning to 

comprehensive hallmarking is 
the right step, many jewellers 
believe that revoking the 
exemption granted to Kundan, 
Polki and Jadaau from the scope of 
mandatory hallmarking is likely to 
cause lot of operational challenges. 
They agree that consumers hesitate 
to buy jewellery in kundan, jadhau 
and polki because of lesser value 
during resale or exchange, but also 
opine that the current policy isn’t 
aligned with the ground realities. 

Multi-caratage problem
Polki, Kundan and Jadau jewellery 

are works of art and is usually made 
of an amalgamation of multiple 
caratages of gold. “Not only 
that, many-a-times it includes 
silver too. Hallmarking of such 
jewellery is next to impossible,” 
feels Vaibhav Saraf, Director, 
Aisshpra Gems & Jewels. 

As per the current hallmarking law, 
the lowest caratage of gold used in 
any kundal, polki or jadau jewellery 
will be identified as the total caratage 
of the jewellery piece in question. 
Jewellers say that will have serious 
implications for the business both in 
terms of cost and confidence.

Plausibility of 

Polki, Jadau and Kundan’s
HALLMARKING,

industry weighs in on the debate

Krsna Kukreja
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Explaining the situation is Tarun 
Kanwar, Director, NTS Navrattan 
Jewellers, New Delhi. “If 24K, 
22K, and 18K are being used 
in polki and jadau jewellery, 
it will be hallmarked as 18K 
according to the current law. 
That is not only misleading but 
also detrimental for business, 
as a jeweller will have a lot 
of explaining to do before a 
customer agrees to pay the 
charges for different purities of 
gold,” he says. 

This process, in turn, may also 
create confusion for those who 
are already aware of multiple 
caratages in the said jewellery 
piece, who may now question 
the authenticity of hallmarking, 
or hesitate to pay the differential 
charges, says Saraf. 

Besides, the nature of 
craftsmanship in meenakari 
will also leave little to no space 
for physical stamps, believes 
Vastupal Ranka, Director, Ranka 
Jewellers, Pune. “Dismantling 
generations-old heritage 
jewellery for the sake of 
hallmarking will be disastrous 
for the jewellers. It will bring 
heavy economic losses,” he says.

Suraj Shantakumar, Director, 
Kirtilals, Coimbatore, points 
out several practical difficulties 

for HUID of such jewellery.  In 
keeping with the demand of 
fusion designs, many jewellery 
pieces in this category comprise 
of parts made in different 
manufacturing centres. It is 
anticipated that it may hinder the 
HUID process.

Even if the government goes 
ahead with HUID for these 
categories, extra care and 
vigilance should be taken during 
hallmarking, believes Sahil 
Mahajan, Managing Director, 
Rakesh Jewellers, Jammu. “There 
should be separate counters 
for these jewellery items, 
because these pieces are very 
delicate. The infrastructure has 
to be changed in hallmarking 
centres,” he says.  

Jewellers are also opposing this 
amendment for the very logical 
reason of lack of hallmarking 
centres, making this adherence 
unbearably tedious in the long 
run. “Hallmarking a kundan or 
jadau jewellery is a very tedious 
process for the way these are 
being manufactured. My town 
does not have any hallmarking 
centres. The existing centres 
in the vicinity are also not 
properly equipped to deal with 
it,” says Akshay Verma, Managing 
Director, Verma Jewellers, Solan. 

Feasibility of HUID during 
manufacturing 
It is true that the country lacks 
adequate infrastructure and 
capacity to support the quick 
turnaround at the hallmarking 
centres. Saraf points out that the 
several of new districts included 
in the ambit of hallmarking lack 
a centre of their own, for which 
jewellers of those districts treat 
the entire task of travelling for a 
100 kilometers to get jewellery 
hallmarked, a losing game.

The government, however, 
claims that there has been 25% 
increase every year in assaying 

and hallmarking (A&H) centres in 
the last five years. At present, 943 
assaying and hallmarking centres 
are operative in the country, a 
marked increase from 454 centres 
in 2018.

That barely solves the new 
challenge, feel jewellers. Adding 
the pressure of kundan, polki and 
jadau to the existing inadequate 
infrastructure will have a domino 
effect, rendering timely delivery of 
hallmarked items impossible and 
hiking the inventory holding cost.

Looking at the issue from a 
different angle, Milan Shah, 
Director, Kalamandir Jewellers, 
Surat, says that Kundan and polki 
comprises barely 5% of the overall 
jewellery in the market, so it 
won’t have much impact on the 
industry or the current pace of 
hallmarking. 

  
Creating Confidence On 
Resale Value 
On an optimistic note, it will 
instil greater trust in resale of 
kundan, jadhau, and polki, unlike 
now. “Once hallmarking is 
done, consumer will get more 
confidence as they will know the 
actual weight of gold and stone,” 
says Sahil Mahajan, Rakesh 
Jewellers, Jammu.

For consumers, this move, 
says Abhishek Kajaria, Avama 
Jewellers, Kolkata, “will unlock 
opportunities of hallmarking 
old jewellery of these categories 
and know its current market 
value for hassle-free resale in 
future.” 

Nonetheless, the industry 
insiders feel that the government 
should not rush over these 
segments for hallmarking without 
understanding the concerns of the 
industry. The distinction of gold 
hallmarking from polki, kundan 
and jadau must be factored 
in before applying a blanket 
hallmarking policy on this age-old 
art form.

There is a broad consensus 
that transitioning 
to comprehensive 

hallmarking will unlock 
new opportunities for the 

industry. However, the 
distinction of gold jewellery 

from polki, kundan and 
jadau jewellery must be 

factored in before applying 
a blanket hallmarking 
policy on this age-old 

art form.
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With gold rates already at a historic high, the steep and unexpected recent import duty 
increase is going to hurt the industry as well as the end-consumer.

Krsna Kukreja  

T
he Centre has raised the 
basic import duty on 
gold from 7.5 per cent to 
12.5 per cent. The move, 
announced on 30 June, 

is a response to the falling Indian 
rupee, which recently hit a record 
low of Rs80 against the US dollar. 
The clear intention is to reduce 
the pressure on India’s current 
account deficit and resist further 
depreciation of the rupee.

For the gems and jewellery 
industry, however, the hike has 
come as a shock. Still recuperating 
from a crushing pandemic, this is 
a decision that is neither expected 
nor welcome. Retailers are divided 
about the aptness of the move 

and unhappy with the lack of 
forewarning.
“There was a sudden wave 
of gold imports in May and 
June that [affected] the trade 
deficit badly. This is a knee-jerk 
reaction by the government,” 
says Abhishek Kajaria, founder, 
Avama Jewellers, Kolkata. 
“Although it puts pressure on the 
supply chain, it is a justified step,” 
he says, expressing his mixed 
feelings. “It is a [reversal of] the 
government’s reduction of the 
import duty to 7.5 per cent last 
year, which had strengthened the 
domestic industry.”
Apart from hurting an already 
stressed domestic industry, there 
is growing concern about a likely 

rise in gold smuggling. “The new 
duty creates an 18 per cent cost 
difference between gold in 
India and the Middle East. The 
price difference between gold 
rate in India and neighboring 
countries is around Rs9 lakh per 
kg, so, obviously, smuggling will 
increase,” says Mansukh Kothari, 
Owner, Vasupati Jewellers. 

A revival of smuggling also would 
lead to unhealthy competition 
in the market, as unorganised 
players take undue advantage 
of the arbitrage opportunity 
and organised players lose out. 
Jewellers in small towns and rural 
markets, where the trade is largely 
unorganised, will suffer more than 
metro-based brands.

IMPORT DUTY HIKE ON GOLD  
TO NEGATIVELY IMPACT THE 

TRADE: RETAILERS

7.5% >> 12.5
GOLD IMPORT

DUTY HIKE
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Even before smuggling begins 
to distort the market, Kamal 
Singhania of Abhusan India, 
Jamshedpur, says, the price rise 
will have “an immediate impact 
on footfall”. He sees a possible 
silver lining: “The other side of 
the price hike is that it could 
lead to massive innovation in 
the gold designing industry. 
When a customer comes to a 
retail store, they come with 
a fixed budget. They then 
buy whatever comes in that 
budget, whether 1gm or 50gm. 
Hence, lightweight jewellery is 
definitely a savior in the future.”

 Lighter jewellery has been 
in demand for some time now, 
because of the higher gold rate over 
the last few years and changing 
consumer behaviour. “The 
current generation prefers to 
invest in pieces they can wear 
regularly, and not heavy jewellery 
that is left in lockers,” says Sharat 
Shet, Owner, S L Shet Diamond 
House, Mangalore, Karnataka. 
“So, for moderate buyers, the 
new import duty is not going to 
make a very big difference.”
Rishu Kumar Gupta, director, 
Kasturi Jewellers, Patna, Bihar, 
acknowledges that the government 
has to manage the value of the 
currency, but points out that it is 
consumers who will have to pay. 
“No matter how heavy the discount 
one gives on the making charges 
of gold jewellery, one can’t ignore 
the price rise of gold,” he says. 
“Thankfully, we have a broad base 

of loyal customers who are aware of 
the development, understand the 
reason behind the rate hike, and 
are not shying away from buying 
gold jewellery.”

As gold prices inevitably increase 
in local markets, retailers will have 
to adapt. “Retail brands should 
accelerate their efforts to promote 
the beauty of jewellery and that 
of gold as a metal for adornment, 
instead of stressing on price,” 
Kajaria says, adding that attractive 
offers and robust marketing can 
divert attention from the import 
duty hike.

Gold jewellery is valuable not 

only because of gold. Jewellers 
and retailers can enhance its value 
significantly with design and fine 
craftsmanship, attributes which 
allow them to charge above the 
base gold rate. The lack of perfect 
correlation between gold rate 
fluctuations and retail prices 
means that the rise in import duty 
will affect the wholesale market 
more than the retail market, Shet 
explains.

The duty increase, he says, 
“will have a huge impact on 
people dealing in bullion, as 
their capital investment will go 
up significantly”. Margins in gold 
bullion trading are slim, therefore 
bullion dealers’ profits will erode.

The gold rate has been at a 
historic high in recent years. With 
the metal already at peak price, 
says Pratik Dugar, director, 
Indian Gem & Jewellery 
Creation, Kolkata, the revised 
import duty is bound to hurt 
consumers as well as dealers 
and retailers.     

“The sudden rise in the price 
of the gold is a huge concern for 
us and definitely for the end-
consumer,”  he says, speaking for 
many of his peers. “The industry 
representative bodies have already 
escalated concerns about this issue 
to our respected union finance 
minister and the concerned 
departments. Since the price 
rise, we are offsetting the impact 
through offers on making charges. 
But we believe this move definitely 
needs to be re-evaluated.” 

MANSUKH 
KOTHARI
Owner, 
Vasupati 
Jewellers

The new duty 
creates an 18 per cent 

cost difference between 
gold in India and the 

Middle East. The price 
difference between 

gold rate in India and 
neighboring countries 

is around Rs9 lakh 
per kg, so, obviously, 

smuggling will 
increase
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RJ RECOMMENDS

The Favourite Business Magazine of Retail Jewellers

The Retail Jeweller team calls upon 
its years of honed expertise to curate 
designs from a host of manufacturing 
companies showcasing at IIS 2022.  

RJ recommends is a handy guide for 
retailers looking for new design  

solutions for their stores as it brings 
to the fore the best of the latest 

collections unveiling at the show.
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JEWEL HOUSE
Amit Bhatia +91 9029124596 / 022-4278 9916/17

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 2 Stall No: 2.247D

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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GEETA SHYAM JEWELLERS
+91 952 111 1362 | Info@geetashyamjewellers.com | www.geetashyamjewellers.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 1 Stall No: 1.35A

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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ACHAL JEWELS
Aditya Bohra: +91 91166 53222 | www.achaljewels.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 1 Stall No: 1.56B

RJ
RECOMMENDS

www.retai l jeweller india.com



Do visit us at:

Hall No. 1 
Booth No. 1.56 B

Bombay Exhibition Centre
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Design code: ASP05819
Gold Wt: 3.54 gms

Diamond Ct:Diamond Ct: 0.48 cts 0.48 cts

Design code: Design code: Design code: AE013568
Gold Wt: 6.98 gms 6.98 gms

Diamond Ct:Diamond Ct: 0.65 cts

Design code: Design code: AE013597
Gold Wt: 6.84 gms 6.84 gms

Diamond Ct: 0.64 cts

Design code: AR019983
Gold Wt: 4 gms

Diamond Ct: 0.35 cts

Design code: AOB00484
Gold Wt: 7.4 gms

Diamond Ct: 0.44 cts

Nurturing relationships and holding her family 
together is instinctive to a woman as she is strong 
yet fl exible, and deep-rooted yet tolerant. This 
IIJS, A’Star Jewellery extols this trait through 
the evocative symbolism of its “Sambandh”
collection. The delicate link, unseen yet integral 
to the design, mirrors the woman’s vital role as 
she handles the fl uidity and intricacies of her 
relationships, represented by the spherical motifs.
Crafted in 9k to 18k gold and profusely 
studded with diamonds, these uniquely styled 
contemporary pieces are a necessary indulgence 
as a fruit of her selfl essness; it’s her reward.

A’STAR JEWELLERY 
Mr. Kunal Shah +91 98209 29960  | www.asianstargroup.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 4 Stall No: 4.481A

RJ
RECOMMENDS



www.asianstargroup.com

IIJS, 4th to 8th  Aug, 2022, Hall 4, Booth #4.481A
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KIRAN JEWELS INDIA
+91 90044 15752 | chirag.madhu@kiranjewels.com | www.kiranjewels.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 2 Stall No: 2.251

RJ
RECOMMENDS



A - 1002, The Capital, Behind ICICI Bank, BKC, Bandra - East, Mumbai - 400 051.
Tel:. +91 4321 5555 | info.india@kiranjewels.com | www.kiranjewels.com

Kiran Jewels India

Download
App Now
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NUANCE JEWEL
Lunica Desai : 9819639947 | www.laxmidiamond.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 3 Booth No: 3.394

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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LOTUS JEWELLERY CREATION
Vineet Vasa : 9824295859 | www.lotusjewellery.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 3 Stall No: 3.326

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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LAXMI DIAMONDS BANGLORE
+91 93808 88030 / +91 93229 41537  | www.laxmidiamonds.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 1 Booth No: 1.32G

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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VIJAY EXPORTS
Prakash Dhanak +91 9820035580

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 1 Booth No: 1.83C

RJ
RECOMMENDS





EMERALD JEWEL INDUSTRY INDIA LIMITED
Manikandan: 9952199531 | www.ejindia.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 1 Stall No: 1.129

RJ
RECOMMENDS

 1 Stall No: 1.129
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GRAND AWARDS NIGHT
AUGUST 6TH, 2022 GRAND HYATT

After you make it

PRECIOUS
we make it

PRICELESS

CELEBRATING 17 GLORIOUS YEARS
India’s first and most prestigious award for Retail Jewellers

GRAND JURY MEET
JULY 29TH, 2022

In association with

Logistics Partner Process Advisor

Retail Jeweller India
AWARDS
2022 E L I T E  C I R C L E O F

E X C E L L E N C E

1717171717171717171717171717171717
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ANMOL SWARN INDIA PVT. LTD.
Mahipal : +91 9845268867 

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 4 Booth No: 4.487B

RJ
RECOMMENDS



Anmol swarn India Pvt. Ltd.
Corporate Office: Liberty One, No.54, 16th Main, 33rd Cross, 4th T Block, Jayanagar, Bengaluru - 560041

NSE Nesco Complex,
Western Express Highway Road, Goregaon East, Mumbai

Visit Our Stall At :

Tel: +91 (80) 40923822, 41739923, Mob No: +91 98442 72812
anmolswarn@gmail.com | www.anmolswarn.com

Branch : Chennai | Hyderabad

HALL NO.

STALL NO.

04

 4.487B
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DASSANI BROTHERS
+91 98208 52811 

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 1 Booth No: 1.77A

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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V K JEWELS
+91 9886740599 | www.vkjewels.net

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 3 Stall No: 3.343

RJ
RECOMMENDS

JULY-AUGUST 2022
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SAP JEWELS LLP
+91 98856 77777  | sapjewelsllp@gmail.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 6 Booth No: 6.554

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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SHREE RAJ JEWELLERS
Karan Parmar: 9849869896 

karanparmar@shreerajjewellers.com

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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JEWELS OF JAIPUR - GIE GOLD
+91 9828018812 | www.jewelso� aipur.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 3 Booth No: 3.412C

RJ
RECOMMENDS

Booth No: 3.412C
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RAMNIKLAL & SONS
Mihir Soni +91 98257 27925  | mihir_ramniklal@yahoo.co.in

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 4 Booth No: 4.487A

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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SUNIL JEWELLERS
+91 96101 30000 / 76888 69991 | www.suniljewellers.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 2 Stall No: 2.245B

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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HALL NO . 2 | BOOTH NO . 2 . 2 4 5B

9610130000, 7688869991, 9116622616

607, Ram Bhawan, 1st Floor, Vidhyadhar ka Rasta, Jaipur

www.suniljewellers.com

@suniljewellers.jaipursuniljewellersjaipur

VISIT US AT

BOMBAY EXH IB I T ION CENTRE
Nes co G r o und , Go r e gaon , Mumba i

4TH - 8TH AUGUST



HALL NO. 2 | BOOTH NO. 2.245B

BOMBAY EXH IB I T ION CENTRE
Nes co G r o und , Go r e gaon , Mumba i

9610130000, 7688869991, 9116622616 suniljewellersjaipur @suniljewellers.jaipur

4th - 8th August

607, Ram Bhawan, 1st Floor, Vidhyadhar ka Rasta, Gopalji ka Rasta, Jaipur
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SHEETAL JEWELLERY HOUSE LLP
022-6169 0000 | www.sheetaljewellery.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 4 Stall No: 4.456

RJ
RECOMMENDS

www.retai l jeweller india.com
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R P ORNAMENTS
Bhavik Shah +91 9879510062 | www.rpornaments.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 4 Booth No: 4.488C

RJ
RECOMMENDS

www.retai l jeweller india.com
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MRK JEWELS
Ronak Thakar +91 9828029207

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 6 Stall No: 6.582

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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KANCHAN ANTIQUE GOLD JEWELLERY LLP
Rajen H. Gandhi- 9833008982 | Mitul Shah- 9819961688

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 4 Stall No: 4.483A

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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CAARA OVERSEAS
Vishal Vora : +91 9820268508 

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 1 Booth No: 1.50B

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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SUVARNAM JEWELS
Babulal Prajapati - 079-2644 7707 | suvarnamjewels@gmail.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 3 Booth No: 3.420

RJ
RECOMMENDS

www.retai l jeweller india.com

Design no. : DS-1781 
Gr. Wt. : 80gms

Design no. : CS-1650 
Gr. Wt. : 125gms

Design no. : DS-2123 
Gr. Wt. : 130gms



Stall No. - 3.420
Zone - 3BVenue :

Bombay Exhibition Center, Mumbai

Date : 4th - 8th August 
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ELVEE JEWELS
Bharat Sonani : 0261-6105151 | channel@elveepromise.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 4 Booth No: 4.470E

RJ
RECOMMENDS



A  v e r s a t i l e  p i e c e  o f  j e w e l l e r y  t o  m a k e  y o u r
d a y s  m e r r y  a n d  y o u r  d i a m o n d s  b r i g h t .
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K GIRDHARLAL
+91 9082290259/ 022-28250071

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 3 Booth No: 3.408B

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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KAMASCHACHTER
Nerav Shah +91 9769450101

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 4 Stall No: 4.477B

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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LAXMI DIA JEWEL
Lunica Desai : 9819639947 | www.laxmidiamond.com

IIJS PREMIERE Hall No. 3 Booth No: 3.394

RJ
RECOMMENDS
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is a Spectacle to Experience 
First-Hand 

Priyanka Banerjee 

The House of PMJ



NEW STORE LAUNCH
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A
s jewellery connoisseurs, 
buffs or buyers, here’s 
a jewellery story that 
merits to be heard, seen 
and experienced, just 

to comprehend the uniqueness of 
it. Amongst the big players, where 
the focus is often on creating an 
opulent demeanour and integration 
of technological advances, the House 
of PMJ, the brand’s flagship store 
at Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad sticks 
to its dogma even when it comes to 
defining its spaces. 

Their motto of 100 per cent 
transparency, literally and 
figuratively, is a philosophy 
woven into their entire fabric of 
existence of this store. Backed by 
a deep-rooted legacy, this one-of-
its-kind experience aims to bestow 
customers with a sense of trust 
beyond spoken words. It is a promise 
of quality, transparency, product 
brilliance.

1
TRACING THE BIRTH OF A DESIGN 
‘Seeing is believing’. This 
adage takes a bow here. 

For once, the theme is not some 
European period, mythological, 
historical or geographical setting. 
Thus, a list of imports; granites, 
chandeliers, rugs are not the 
highlight here. If at all there is an 

inspiration that drives the decor, it is 
their own jewellery pieces and how 
they want to immerse the customer 
into the brand. 

This store was principally 
envisioned to demonstrate the 
evolution of jewellery making from 
designing to manufacturing. In their 
words, it is an honest attempt to help 
clients understand why every piece 
of jewellery at PMJ is almost like an 
heirloom or a masterpiece. 

In terms of retail space, it is a 20000 

sq ft plus area with a manufacturing 
set up in the same building. The 
number of hours painstakingly 
spent, from ideation, to quality 
control and to certifications, every 
single aspect, is out in the open. You 
also get to see filing and polishing, 
and the residual gold dust which is 
often a cause for speculation. 

With close to 30 jewellery 
artisans in action, one can also 
witness processes like gold 
making, wax injections, casting, 
polishing, micro-setting, etc so that 
you know what goes on. The glass 
enclosures are quite truly see-
through in every sense. 

The ground, first and second floor 
are entirely dedicated to retail. On 
the third floor, there are 20 sketch 
designers who carry out customised 
designs. Within the same facility, 
customers are also shown how the 
same designs are converted into 
CAD with the help of CAD designers. 
Then the designs are printed on a 
3D printer. You could also choose to 
take a full-fledged guided tour of the 
facility, in fact, you are encouraged to 
do so. 

Usually, this kind of luxury is only 
afforded through a factory visit. And 
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to choose something exclusive and 
get it customised too. When it comes 
to showcasing designs to customers, 
they understand that a sales person 
is not able to translate a sketch into 
what it will look when crafted with 
metals and gems. Hence, a team of 
design experts help visualise and 
communicate with the customer.

5
A BRIDAL PARADISE 
While PMJ is known to be a 
diamond focussed retailer, 

their bridal repertoire is massive. The 
brand has jewellery designers, bridal 
jewellery and diamond experts at the 
disposal of customers, helping them 
pick the best for the big day. Huge 
necklaces, chokers, bangles, matha-
pattis, waist belts and customised 
pieces, they customize the most 
intricate designs to meet customer’s 
expectations. 

While the collection is mostly 
South Indian fashioned jewellery, 
a variety of open- settings in 
all categories are also available. 
Additionally, there are fancy shape 
diamonds, multi-colour sapphires, 
coloured stones and an exclusive 
range of  yellow diamonds. 

to make that available, the store has 
it all, setting a new benchmark in 
transparency. 

2
IDEAL SETTINGS OF 
SUMPTUOUSNESS 
While an open experience 

is the key, the decor has not been 
compromised. The mammoth 
facade itself is a tell-tale sign of 
grandeur and you step in to face a 
huge De Beers island. The ground 
floor exudes a contemporary 
appeal rendered in white and blue 
conforming to the kind of jewellery 
that is available at the sales counters 
there. Everyday wear, work wear, 
party wear, kids and menswear and 
also by occasion and usage. Cool 
and vibrant. There are hand-picked 
furniture and lighting accessories 
but they don’t overshadow the 
jewellery. 

3
HOSPITALITY LIKE A 
FAMILY JEWELLER 
Little wonder, since 

the founder members are from 
Rajasthan, they extend the 
‘khatirdari’ and live up to the tenet 
of ‘atithi devo bhava’. Each floor has 
a kitchen and typical ghar ka khana, 
thali style is served hot prepared 
by special Maharajs who have been 
brought in from Rajasthan to provide 
authentic flavours. Beverages 
include in-house brewed tea, coffee 

and the juice offered is freshly 
squeezed, as they don’t serve soft 
drinks or tetra packs, exuding purity 
in hospitality too! 

4
A LIBRARY OF ORIGINAL DESIGNS
When you are spending 
heavy bucks, exclusivity 

is your right. And they know that. 
Another one of their USPs, as part of 
the design studio, there are wall to 
ceiling shelves with couple of lacks 
of original, in-house hand-sketched 
designs. Not copied from a catalogue, 
or picked up from suppliers. You get 
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6
AT YOUR FINGER-STEP
While the entire store is 
a must-visit of sorts, but 

those who prefer shopping from the 
comfort of their homes, sometimes 
even after a store tour, the brand is 
a click away through a 24/7 video 
calling facility. There is also digital 
catalogue and upon selection, the 
physical pieces are shown as well. 
Also, over a zoom call, using a 
digital design sketchpad, designs 
can be customised as well. A marked 
difference from most others, there 
are no rendered images on the 
website, they are all real photographs 
of real jewellery ensuring that the 
customers get exactly what they see!
Quality is Paramount

At PMJ, 80 per cent of production 
is done in-house with manufacturing 
hubs in Hyderabad, Kolkata and 
Mumbai. Apart from 100% industry 
standardised certified jewellery, each 
piece goes through almost 20 rounds 
of quality checks and hallmarking. 
They also have the in-house natural 

diamond testing machine – Synth 
Detect hallmarking. All customers 
are open to see. And obviously, they 
sell natural diamonds only. 

In the end, the idea behind the 
flagship store was to make it a 

custodian of the entire PMJ brand. 
It is a projection of the brand’s 
ideologies. With transparency at the 
core and the cornerstone of decor, 
this store is indeed heart of the 
PMJ heritage.
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As told to Manoj Chakraborty

The new wave of diamond 
demand is long term

Rajnish Verma 
MD, Punjab Jewellers, 
Dehradun

years ago, when the customers 
had little knowledge about 
diamond jewellery, the new 
generation up to the age of 45 
years in Dehradun are becoming 
more fond of diamonds. 

They no longer perceive 
diamond jewellery to be 
expensive or beyond their reach. 
They buy solitaire jewellery when 
they have the budget for it. Apart 
from weddings where people are 
mostly seen wearing heavyweight 
gold jewellery, the usuage of such 
jewellery is slowly diminishing. 
The demand for this category has 
almost dropped by 20%. 

The millennials are the 
strongest reason behind the 
shift. They find gold jewellery 
to be too bright. According to 
them, diamond jewellery is more 
sophisticated and classier. They 
prefer lightweight diamond 
bracelets instead of buying heavy 
gold bangles, for regular use. 

As per Hindu tradition, the wife 
generally wears a mangalsutra. 
There too, the demand has shifted 
from heavy and bulky gold to 
diamonds, which looks more 
fashionable as a mangalsutra. In 
rings too, they prefer diamond-
studded rose gold, rather than a 
gold cocktail ring.  

Another reason behind this 
change is the development in 
manufacturing technology. If you 
look at the diamond jewellery 
designs of the early and late 
2000s, there was not much 
variety. The jewellery pieces were 
also very expensive and not many 
people could afford them. Thus, 
it was somewhat out of the reach 
of the middle and the lower-
middle classes. 

However, with the advancement 
in manufacturing technologies, 

the current diamond jewellery 
designs are extremely fine in 
terms of design and finish. So, 
rather than just buying yellow 
gold or plain gold jewellery, the 
customers are starting to prefer 
diamond-studded jewellery on 
rose gold, or even colour stone 
jewellery. Diamond engagement 
rings have also become a hit 
amongst the new generations.

Earlier, customers lacked 
strong category knowledge. Over 
the years, these customers have 
become reasonably informed 
about the quality parameters. 

Customers have realized that 
gold might be best for investment, 
but a lot of jewellers have started 
offering good buyback schemes 
and policies in diamond jewellery 
in the past couple of years. So, 
customers feel quite secure 
buying diamond jewellery unlike 
earlier, focusing on its value, and 
setting its demand for a steeper 
curve in the years to come.

D
ehradun has become 
a semi-cosmopolitan 
city. The taste and 
preferences of the 

customers are also changing over 
the last several years. Over the last 
4-5 years, I have observed that the 
customers are slowly moving away 
from heavyweight gold jewellery 
to lightweight and fashionable 
pieces. They don’t want to wait for 
a big wedding to happen or flaunt 
chunky pieces before people. 
They buy jewellery for their 
enjoyment and pleasure. 

That’s why the choice of the 
customers has started shifting 
towards lightweight diamond 
jewellery items. Unlike several 

The shift from gold 
to diamond in our 
city is propelled 

by young buyers. 
The advancement 
in manufacturing 
technology has 
created endless 

possibilities in pricing 
and product. 

Combined with 
assured buy backs, 
the developments 

in the industry 
are favoring the 

customers. 
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As told to Manoj Chakraborty

Buy-back on gemstones must be on par with 
gold; there is a fear of return on the investment, 

particularly more among high-end clients 

Ankur Anand 
Director, Harsahaimal 
Shiamalal Jewellers, Lucknow

diamond and colour gemstone 
jewellery. For example, if today 
a jeweller purchases emerald 
gemstones, the price will grow by 
at least 15% in the next 6 months, 
because gemstones offer a quick 
appreciation. 

Previously, I had observed 
that many customers used to 
refrain from buying diamond or 
gemstone jewellery due to the 
absence of an attractive buyback 
policy. There was a fear of return 
on the investment, particularly 
more among high-end clients 
who want the assurance of a 
secure investment. Although they 
might never return the jewellery, 
they must know that they are not 
tied to a dead investment. Even 
if he returns the jewellery after 
3 years, the prices will be more 
by at least 40%. Due to all these 
reasons, I decided to introduce a 
buyback policy. 

Since I introduced the schemes, 
the sales of high-end jewellery 
have increased by at least 20-25%. 
Apart from high-end clients, 
there was a good response from 
middle-class customers also, 
as I was offering 100% buyback 
in gold jewellery studded with 
precious stones. This slowly 
helped a section of middle-class 
customers migrate from gold to 
diamond jewellery. It has boosted 
trust amongst the customers for 
diamond jewellery. 

However, a majority of the 
jewellers in my city still offer 
80-85% as buyback for diamond 
jewellery and do not have a 
defined policy for gemstone 
jewellery. An important reason 
behind this is their traditional 
nature of business where 
gold rules still. Most of their 

showrooms are still being 
handled by the older generations 
who do not want to risk buyback 
with anything other than gold. 

I think that they have failed to 
realize the potential of diamond 
and gemstones, and how these 
schemes will ultimately benefit 
them in the longer run. However, 
I strongly think that we have to 
keep aligning our policies with 
the market opportunities, current 
consumer sentiments and be on 
par with the bigger chain stores. 
Consumers are leaning towards 
gemstones jewellery. We must 
show the value in the category, 
it will catapult diamond and 
gemstone jewellery demand to 
another level.

I strongly feel that the future 
of precious gemstone jewellery 
is bright, it presents a huge 
opportunity to the trade in the 
coming decades. Jewellers will 
need to fine-tune their existing 
policies and keep it on par with 
gold jewellery to be able to win 
the confidence of customers. It is 
the next big opportunity! 

I
n 2019, just a year before the 
pandemic, I introduced a 
new and unheard of policy 
in my city.  I introduced a 

100% buyback guarantee offer 
in heavyweight diamond and 
gemstone jewellery. Initially, 
much like other jewellers in my 
city, I used to offer buybacks only 
in gold jewellery. 

But with time, I have seen a lot 
of appreciation in the price of 

 I strongly think 
that we have to keep 
aligning our policies 

with the market 
opportunities,  current 
consumer sentiments 
and be on par with the 

bigger chain stores.  
Consumers are leaning 

towards gemstones 
jewellery
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As told to Shubham Dasgupta

It will benefi t retailers if they come out
of the mindset of business seasonality

Nakul Bansal
Director, Sona Chandi 
Jewellers, Haldwani

once or twice a year, but they are 
in for the premium inventory. If 
I talk about my city, I can say that 
the demand for designer jewellery 
has seen an almost 50% jump from 
the pre-pandemic era. Previously, 
customers used to settle for routine 
designs. They no longer do that. 

In my opinion, we have the 
pandemic-induced social media 
hangover to thank for. When we 
were shut indoors, fashinistas took 
the time to explore how luxury was 
perceived abroad. This exploration 
has slowly made the average Indian 
jewellery lover aware of the Tiffany’s 
and Cartier’s of the world. Today’s 
customers are exposed to hundreds 
and thousands of jewellery designs 
which trend at the click of a button. 
So, they know what jewellery to buy 
and what not to buy. They want to go 
with the trend. 

For example, fi rst copy jewellery 
designs of Versace, Bulgari, and 
Louis Vuitton, with respect to 
pendants, bracelets, rings, etc are 
coming into the market in the 
last 6 months to one year. Indian 
customers are price-centric and 
many of them might not afford 
an Rs 8 lakh bracelet from an 
international jewellery house. 
So, those types of customers 
have started demanding the fi rst 
copy of those jewellery designs. 
Upon receiving a lot of enquiries 
from customers in advance, we 
decided to keep a separate line 
of this particular jewellery in the 
showroom. 

It is interesting to know how 
the millennials have shifted their 
preferences because of different 
circumstances before and after the 
pandemic. Previously, this cohort 
of below 40 years of age used to 
be frequent buyers. They used to 

window-shop a lot of time and had 
an average purchasing capacity of 
Rs 1-1.25 lacs. Now, they are willing 
to spend Rs 2.5-3 lacs on designer 
jewellery. So, the ticket size has 
increased. Currently, this type of 
range occupies 40% of my inventory.

Also, people enter the 
showroom with strong intent and 
determination to buy these days. 
Due to this, us jewellers have to 
be on our toes to keep only those 
designs that are on high demand, 
throughout the year. 

Previously, we used to keep 
routine designs during the off-
season as the demand used to 
be generally low. Post-Covid, the 
notion of seasons has gone out 
the window as customers buy 
whenever they want to. So, the 
pressure is currently on retailers to 
maintain a good inventory amidst 
the rising prices of gold, diamond 
and gemstones. Inventory will get 
dearer day by day, but absorbing 
that cost of investment and sourcing 
premium inventory is going to 
benefi t the retailer in the long run, 
because there is nothing called as 
off-season. The customer can come 
in any time of the year. Purchases 
are not necessarily timed with 
weddings or festivals. Retailers will 
now have to be armed with the full 
bouquet of designs round the year. 

C
onsumer behaviour has 
seen a drastic change 
post-Covid. Before 
the pandemic, many 

customers used to visit the 
showrooms once every month or 
two months. They used to buy at 
least 3-4 types of jewellery in one 
year. Post-Covid, that tendency 
has shifted to designer jewellery. 
Customers now look for selected, 
unique products. Their buying 
frequency has reduced to maybe 

Jewellers can no 
longer slacken up in the 
traditionally non-peak 

months.  The markets are 
ripe with opportunities.  

There is no longer an off-
season for business,  every 

day is a business day!
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Trigger
When I joined the business, 
I found out that there was no 
mechanism in place for inventory 
management. After doing a 
detailed study of the inventory 
for months, I spotted a major 
issue related to the dead stock 
which had not been addressed in 
the past. Inventory dating back 
to years had piled up without 
anyone’s knowledge and significant 
amount of funds were trapped in 
those products. We identified the 
problem and realized that it needed 
to be dealt with urgently.

Implementation
We had installed an ERP system 
in the showroom in 2019, which 
helped identify the old stocks. 
Thereafter, we came up with the 
idea to put colour tags on the old 
inventories, so that it is visible 
to everyone in the showroom. 
Different colour tags were put on 
the inventory based on their year 
of creation. A yellow-coloured 
tag was used for inventories older 
than 5-6 months, and a red tag 
for those inventories older than 
300 days. After completion of 
the tagging process, different 
attractive schemes and offers were 
announced depending on the type 
and category of the products. 

We used to run special offers 
during the wedding season, such as 
30%-50% off on the making charges 
or other offers, to clear the stock 
in a phased manner. So, it was not 
just discounts which were applied 

Akshat Bansal, 
Partner, Brij Kishore Jewellers, 
Faizabad

to the dead stock. I personally 
investigated why the articles were 
not selling. For example, there were 
a few articles which had minor 
defects in them such as small bends 
or missing stones. This happened 
because managing a lot of inventory 
leaves you with no option but to 
overlook smaller details. So, we 
repaired those items and presented 
those as fresh inventory. Articles 
which grew dull in colour over time 
for longer display and handling were 
re-polished and got sold instantly.  
The salespeople were being trained 
to inform the customers about our 
attractive offers and discounts as well. 

Result
We got a very good response from 
discount-oriented customers. Due 
to this, we have been able to reduce 
our dead stock by about 40%. 
The system immensely helped us 
during Covid, as we did not want to 
purchase new jewellery due to the 
cash flow challenges. So, I think 
we could manage our inventory 
more efficiently due to correct use 
of ERP.  

As told to Manoj Chakraborty

DEALT WITH DEAD INVENTORY THROUGH ERP AND CORRECT 
REPAIR TECHNIQUES
Motivated by the opportunity to spearhead change in a fast expanding business, 
Akshat Bansal, Partner, Brij Kishore Jewellers, Faizabad, gave up on his ambition to pursue 
higher studies. Soon after joining the business in 2018, he identified the critical problem of 
ageing inventory and devised a smart way to solve it. 

we came up with the 
idea to put colour tags on 
the old inventories, so that 
it is visible to everyone in 
the showroom. Different 

colour tags were put on the 
inventory based on their 

year of creation. 
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A 
degree holder from 
Swiss Business School, 
Zurich, Manbir Khurana, 
Director, Khurana 
Jewellers and Sons, is 

a third-generation jeweller from 
Karnal, Haryana. He joined the 
business in March 2019, after the 
successful completion of an intensive 
family business course from ISM 
in Germany. He tells The Retail 
Jeweller how minor changes in the 
system yielded lasting results for the 
business.
 
INTRODUCED ERP AND 
SEAMLESS VISIBILITY
When I joined the organization, there 
was no single software to manage 
the day-to-day business activities 
such as billing, procurement and 
inventory planning and management, 
etc. Although there was a billing 
software, it was only limited to 
generating bills. So, it was the first 
change that I decided to implement 
in the organization. Each piece of 
jewellery was barcoded, integrating 
and simplifying the entire process 
from sourcing to billing through one 
ERP system. It gave immediate and 
more visibility to our fast-moving 
and slow-moving items, which in 
turn helped us manage our inventory 
more efficiently. Since this activity, 
our dead inventory has come down 
from 20% to apprx 5%.  
 
INSIGHTFUL FEEDBACK 
As a family-run business, we never 
had any mechanism to collect 
feedback from customers. I worked 
on developing a customized 
customer feedback system with a 
vendor in Surat. I started using the 
system in Nov 2020 and soon after 
linked it to the main software. 

Bumped up inventory and sales of 
lightweight jewellery

As told to Manoj Chakraborty

After the introduction of the 
customer feedback system, we 
started getting to know buyers’ 
preferences, likes, and dislikes. After 
studying the trends for some time in 
2020, we decided to make relevant 
changes to the existing inventory by 
offering more lightweight and trendy 
jewellery. We are  better known for 
our heavyweight jewellery, thus 
lightweight jewellery was only around 
20% of the overall stock. I decided 
to bump up the share of lightweight 
stock to almost 50% currently. It has 
had a direct impact on the sales of 
lightweight jewellery which has 
shown a healthy growth of 20-25% 
over the last two years. Apart from 
the traditional print media, we have 
also started using social media 
platforms extensively to promote 
our latest jewellery designs. In order 
to increase customer engagement, 
we have started photoshoots with 
professional models.
 
SERVICING CLIENTS
Today, staff training has become 
an important part of the jewellery 
business. So I introduced an in-house 
staff training program for 40 staff 
members that includes personal 
grooming, dressing, customer 
interaction, product knowledge, etc. 
It has increased the confidence and 
performance of the staff.

“Customer feedback 
and visibility into 

the inventory 
movement has led 

to a complete turned 
around in business 

performance”

Manbir Khurana 
Director, Khurana Jewellers 
and Sons
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PGI INDIA FELICITATES ‘PLATINUM SEASON OF 
LOVE 2022’ AWARD WINNERS AT THE AWARDS 

~Honours the winners of PGI’s flagship programme~

F
ollowing the tremendous success of 
four previous editions, Platinum Guild 
International (PGI) India brought 
back its annual flagship retail initiative 
- Platinum ‘Season of Love’. In its 

fifth edition, the month-long programme that 
spanned from 5th May 2022 to 5th June 2022, 
infused fresh vigor & excitement amongst PGI 
partners, while bolstering the overall consumer 
retail demand for platinum. The much-awaited 
activation made a comeback after two years. 
The comeback has been phenomenal with 
participating retailers reporting a 100% growth 
over Platinum Season of Love 2019. 
The Season of Love Awards in 2022 celebrated 
the extraordinary success of PGI’s retail and 
manufacturing partners. Over an evening of 
celebration, PGI felicitated the winners and top 
performers of this signature retail initiative. 
The winners across various categories were 
awarded for driving incremental in-store 
conversions during this campaign that boosted 
platinum jewellery sales. The list of awardees 
comprised of national winners for chain stores 
& independents and regional chain stores & 
independents and also sales associates were 
awarded for excellence in retail conversions. 

Sharing her views on the astounding success 
of the initiative, Vaishali Banerjee, Managing 
Director – PGI, India stated, “The Platinum 
Season of Love registered a growth of 100% 
over 2019, making it an incredible comeback 
after two years. The resounding success of the 
fifth edition of Platinum Season of Love is truly 
a result of the enthusiastic participation from 
retailers, manufacturers, and the commitment 
of their teams. We truly appreciate the efforts 
by our partners in further building a robust 
demand momentum for platinum and driving 
customers to the store during this crucial 
period. With the onset of festivities and the 
imminent wedding season, we are confident 
that this momentum will sustain through the 
rest of the year.”
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On being announced as the Platinum Season of Love 
National winner, Chain Stores, Mr G.R. ‘Ananth’ 
Ananthapadmanabhan, Managing Director of GRT 
Jewellers said, “It is indeed an honour to be winning this 
award for the fifth time. We are grateful to our customers 
and the entire team for their commendable efforts in 
making this a success.”

Mr G. R. Radhakrishnan, Managing Director, GRT 
Jewellers, added, “Gods’ grace, we thank our customers, 
our team and our artisans for this award. We are very 
happy to be the recipient of this award again. This 
year’s edition of Platinum Season of Love played an 
instrumental role in boosting the demand for platinum 
jewellery before a high growth season.”

Mr. Asher O Managing Director - Malabar Gold & 
Diamonds, 1st runners up of National awards and 1st 
runners up of regional awards west & south in Chain 
stores shared, “This triple recognition of our efforts is 
an absolute honour for us. With the festive season soon 
upon us, the month-long programme was indeed a great 
way to energize the customers during this important 
season.”

On being announced as the National award 2nd runner 
up and also winner Regional–West chain store, Mr. 
Rajesh Kalyanaraman Executive Director of Kalyan 
Jewellers stated, “These are exciting times for the 
jewellery industry, and we are extremely honoured to 
be winning this award. We saw a great response to the 
Platinum Season of Love initiative, and we are hopeful 
for an exciting latter half of the year as well!” 

Winner of regional awards – North in chain category, 
Mr Sunil Raj, Head – Merchandizing and NPD of 
Tanishq said, “This year, Platinum Season of Love was 
an important initiative to leverage the wedding season 
and hence winning this award is a great milestone for 
us! This initiative not only enabled in strengthening 
the demand for platinum jewellery among consumers 
but also assisted in catering to the demands of younger 
consumers.”
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Mr. Dipu Mehta, Managing Director, Orra Fine 
Jewellery, 1st runner up of regional awards – North 
in chain stores said, “We are thankful to our team 
for their commitment and efforts towards making the 
Platinum Season of Love initiative a grand success. The 
positive consumer sentiment during this period and this 
recognition for our team is truly a testimonial of these 
efforts.”

On being announced as the winner of the Regional 
South in the Independent category, Mr.  Amarendran 
Vummidi, Partner, Vummudi Bangaru Jewellers said, 
“It feels great to win this award and be recognized for 
our contribution to the remarkable growth and success 
of the Platinum Season of Love 2022 initiative. This 
activation resulted in a strong demand surge as it further 
fortified consumer confidence.”

Mr. Saket Keshri, Director Ratnalaya Jewellers, 
winner & runner up of Regional East in the 
independent store category stated, “The remarkable 
success of the Platinum Season of Love 2022 initiative 
has been possible due to the brilliant work that our sales 
team has done, and winning this award is indeed a great 
demonstration of our team’s efforts. Also, this edition of 
the Platinum Season of Love campaign generated huge 
excitement at a consumer level and created a strong 
desire for platinum prior to the much-anticipated festive 
season of 2022.”

Mr. Suvankar Sen, Director, Senco Gold & Diamonds, 
1st runner up of regional awards – east in chain stores 
said, “We are delighted about this win and this award is a 
perfect culmination of a very successful Platinum Season 
of Love initiative for us. As we scale to newer geographies 
and expand our offerings, this accolade will definitely be 
a great reward to our team.”
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This year Platinum Season of Love saw two winners 
sharing the space for National Awards in the 
independent store zone.  
On being announced as the winner of the National 
Award in the independent stores’ category, Mr Milan 
Shah, Director-Kalamandir Jewellers said, “It’s an 
honour to be recognized as the winner under the 
independent stores’ category for the Platinum Season 
of Love initiative. As we prepare for a bustling Q3 and 
Q4 with a number of weddings, festivals and special 
occasions, we are optimistic that the growth trajectory is 
likely to continue.”

National award in the independent stores’ category, 
Dr. Siva Arul, Managing Director of Saravana Stores 
Elite said, “We are honored to be recognized as the 
National winner for Platinum Season of Love under the 
independent store category. We witnessed incremental 
demand for platinum jewellery across various categories 
and it is Platinum Season of Love that played a key role in 
unlocking these new spaces and avenues!”

Platinum Season of Love best design for Men of 
Platinum & Service Winner - BN Jewellers

Mr. Viren Chokshi, Director- D. Khushalbhai 
Jewellers, 2nd runner up of the national award in 
independent stores shared, “We are thrilled to win the 
award for Platinum Season of Love. Being a part of this 
initiative was indeed a great experience, as we saw an 
outstanding response from our customers. Our team was 
committed to making this initiative a successful one and 
we are glad to be receiving this honour.”

Platinum Season of Love best design for Platinum 
Evara winner - Kama Schachter 

Platinum Season of Love best design for Platinum 
Love Bands winner - Jewelex
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RJ PROMOTION

KISNA has turned eighteen, how has the journey 
been so far? 
With KISNA turning eighteen, I am delighted to share that 
its overall journey has been wonderful. Having 3500+ retail 
in-store outlets today, we now have the largest outlet-
reach not just in India but in the world as far as diamond 
jewelery is concerned KISNA launched in 2005, wherein 
we started our journey with twenty-five outlets and 
gradually expanded our business to be the brand we are 
today. Considering, the evolving needs, trends, and insights 
shared by retailers, distributors, and consumers, we kept 
improvising and expanding our vision over the years KISNA 
is known for its service and consumer satisfaction. Through 
our analysis and data research we found out that only 
3% of consumers own diamonds and realized that there 
are many suppliers but not everyone can buy diamonds. 
Hence, through our offerings, we focused our efforts on 
targeting the remaining 97% of consumers and in a way 
brought about a revolution in the market. The brand’s vision 
is to fulfill the aspiration of every Indian woman and make 
diamonds accessible to them. We introduced and offered 
Third-Party Certification that none of our competitors have. 
KISNA is the first brand to give 100% certification. Through 
the strategy we created back in 2004, during its launch, 
we ensured that every KISNA product is hallmarked, thus 
making us a consumer-trusted brand. 

Over the years we realized that Tier II and Tier III markets 
have a huge demand for brands which led to collaborations 
with retailers to open franchise. This, in turn, made KISNA 
the one-stop solution for consumers to fulfill their wishes 
for all kinds of diamonds and gold jewellery. In the digital 
age, we are improvising and further building our online 
presence as well, to bring more relatability to Indian 
consumers.

KISNA is the first company that did not directly launch 
in the market. It is the only company which takes its 
retailers ahead with it, by : 

• supporting them with infrastructure
• building their knowledge on e-commerce and online 

business
• giving them the opportunity to focus on not just 

local but national level marketing as well.

With a strong team of professionals, each of them bringing 
in their strengths and years of experience, we can create 
a mark domestically as well as internationally. In the USA, 
we are working directly with retailers such as Walmart and 
Macy’s amongst others which gives us the opportunity 
to connect with consumers in small cities and towns. The 

KISNA - A SAGA OF 18 
YEARS LONG JOURNEY!
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Exclusive Interview with Mr. Parag Shah, Director, KISNA Real Diamond and Gold
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changing trends in India lead to changes in consumer 
needs. These days, consumers are looking to merge their 
local styles with international trends. Our knowledge of 
the international market helps create that fusion in our 
products.

Please tell us about KISNA’s new identity?
On Kisna Day this year (2022), we launched a brand-new 
identity. Through the research we conducted, we felt it was 
imperative to cater to the evolving trends and consumer 
needs. When we first launched KISNA, it is identity was 
positioned according to the consumer mindsets of 2005. 
Today, we are making it a franchise and hence we realized 
it is time for KISNA to have a fresh look that resonates 
with evolving preferences of the consumers and suits the 
trends of today’s day and age. The brand’s new identity 
encapsulates its vision ‘Har Ghar KISNA’ - fulfilling the 
aspirations of every woman in the country today. KISNA 
was launched at a time when women were family oriented. 
Their entire life revolved around their family and being a 
homemaker. Now, women think of family as a part of their 
larger world and have a lot of international aspirations. They 
strive towards having their own individuality and identity 
and wish to make a life of their own. As women now are 
traveling, attending board meetings, and conferences, and 
conquering the world, their needs have changed. As they 
achieve higher goals, they deserve to reward themselves.  
With the launch of the brand’s new identity, we aim to fulfil 
those aspirations and retain the cultural value of our brand 
and its originality. With the objective of communicating in 
a language our customers will understand, we will provide 
retail experience, franchise, and 
guidance on how to buy diamonds as 
a part of our new identity

Please tell us about the launch 
of RARE.
• To elevate the spirit of KISNAYA 
2022, we also launched RARE, 
KISNA’s solitaire brand that offers an 
exceptional assortment of solitaire 
with distinctive design options 
and unmatched customization for 
every occasion. Every piece of RARE 
jewellery envisions and celebrates the 
smaller yet meaningful journeys and 
victories of day-to-day life. In this fast-

track world where everyone works hard 
to achieve their goals, gifting ourselves 
what we desire has now become a 
trend. There was a time when men 
would avoid wearing jewellery, but 
now it is a trend. There are not many 
options available when it comes to 
gifts for men. It is usually watches, 
pens, and wallets. Solitaire rings, hence, 
can be a huge category to explore in 
this segment. Another trend we have 
come across is that couples portray 
their relationships with solitaire bands. 
Hence, we offer couple bands for them 
under RARE. The higher ranges of 
RARE have a range of Riviera necklaces 

which are beautiful, elegant, and unique. RARE connects to 
a larger audience as each solitaire is unique and has its own 
individuality. Every woman is unique just like our solitaires. 
There is a beautiful parallel between women and solitaires. 
Each of their stories is unique. Today, women say, ‘I am 
real and rare’ and that is exactly what our solitaires reflect. 
Our colour palette gives an international appeal, mixed 
with white, gold, and black. It is modern, international, and 
resonates well with the Indian women of today. Further 
to introducing Orokraft, its first gold jewellery brand, we 
seized the opportunity to launch RARE solitaire. Known for 
being the favorite for specific occasions, today, solitaires are 
the favorite for all occasions

What kind of CSR initiatives have been 
undertaken by KISNA to give back to the 
society?
• KISNA is known to be involved in CSR initiatives. Our 
Founder, Savjibhai Dholakia’s vision, which also became our 
largest project, is to build one hundred lakes. Owing to the 
scarcity of water in many places, we have made seventy-
five lakes so far and have the honor of being able to touch 
more than five thousand lives and thirty villages. KISNA has 
actively contributed to the environment as well by planting 
twenty-five lakhs’ trees. We host blood donation drives 
on KISNA’s anniversary, Hare Krishna Group’s Anniversary, 
and on Gandhi Jayanti, encouraging our employees to 
participate as well. We also lend our support to the GoI’s  
‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ initiative by participating in 
cleanliness drives in Mumbai 

www.retai l jeweller india.com
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After completing 15 years in the industry, can you 
describe your journey with highlight points?
In 2007 we started our very first Lab at Mumbai with 
a vision to create an International Laboratory. As of 
today we have 13 centers across India & 4 centers at 
International locations, with each lab having state-of-
the-art-technology. We are now the second largest 
lab network in the world. We take pride in mentioning 
that SGL has been appointed as an arbitrator by the 
UK court of Law & we are also the proud members 
of JVC. The journey has truly been phenomenal 
from India to the world.  Adapting to the needs of 
the gems and jewellery industry, we have also been 
in the forefront of the lab grown diamond jewellery 
certification and detection services with our co-
proprietary equipment, “Dia-ScreenTM”.

 Why is extensive diamond detection technology 
and certification so significant in today’s era? 
Diamonds are evolving in a manner from being 
discovered under the earth’s crust “Natural 
Diamonds” to being manufactured above the earth 
“Lab-Grown Diamonds”.  Since Lab grown diamonds 
possess the same optical, physical, chemical 
properties, they can’t be differentiated by the naked 
eye.  Hence SGL has invested significantly in the 
diamond detection technology “Dia-ScreenTM” that 
helps distinguish the two. With the penetration of 
internet & abundance of content available the new 
age consumers are much more aware & want to 

make a more informed decision.  Hence offering a 
third party certification from internationally accepted 
certification partners like SGL will only help the 
retailer in empowering trust to their consumers. 

With e-commerce taking its course, how is 
jewellery certification contributing in retail and 
manufacturing sector?
We have seen a sharp increase in the number of 
companies now selling their products online to a 
larger customer base. The wide range of options in 
terms of design, prices & types of diamonds available 
the consumer faces decision paralysis especially  
when it comes to buying fine jewellery online. To 
add to this the absence personal rapport with the 
consumers, makes it imperative for the consumers to 
choose jewellery which are certified by Internationally 
accepted third party certifying companies like SGL. 
At SGL we work closely with brands like Bluestone, 
Mellora, Candere  & understand the importance 
of turn-around time & hence we offer “Tatkal 
Certification Services” especially for e-commerce 
companies to help them be able to dispatch their 
products on time. 

With services like same-day certification and 
invention of certification seals, will trading of jewels 
be easier?
Same day certification is extremely crucial for 
e-commerce jewellery retailer as most of them 

produce jewellery on demand. The nature of the 
e-commerce business has evolved to be extremely 
time and price competitive in India. A US or UK 
customer is willing to wait upto 2-3 weeks at times 
to receive their jewellery which isn’t a trend with 
the Indian consumer. Certification seal add to the 
authenticity of the product as it leaves no room 
for ambiguity and instill’s confidence in the supply 
chain. 

How has the launch of triple shield service helped 
in revolutionizing jewellery hallmarking and 
jewellery certification?
Ever since, hallmarking was made mandatory 
across India since June 2021, we realized it only 
added to the woes of the manufacturer and 
retailers, with the continuous movement of 
jewellery from hallmarking to certification. To help 
them smoothen this process, we introduced triple 
shield program ! Under this program, we partnered 
with third party hallmarking centres to cater to the 
needs of our customers. Additionally we controlled 

SGL - A 15 YEAR journey 
from INDIA to the WORLD!
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 As a company 
we have grown 
immensely from 
having 1 lab which  
was established 
in 2007 to being a 
worldwide network 
of 17 labs till date 
and we have hereby 
entered the next 
phase of growth. 
Strengthening 
relationships with our 
customers is pivotal so, the #JaanoPhirMaano 
campaign allows us to speak about our 
achievements and highlights the extensive 
services that we provide to our cliental

- Chirag Soni, Director, SGL
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Peace of Mind, Assured!

#JaanoPhirMano

LONDON  |  NEW YORK  |  DUBAI  |  DHAKA  |  INDIA

SGL Labs ka international standard

diamond certification hai worldwide accepted.

Hum heere

pehchante hai.

Aur humein
Duniya.

 We take immense 
pride in mentioning 
that SGL has been 
appointed as an 
arbitrator by the UK 
courts of Law & we 
are also the proud 
members of JVC. For 
an Indian company 
to be recognised by 
such elite bodies 
at a global level, 
has definitely been 
one of our greatest 
achievements.
The journey has truly been from India to the 
world with 4 international centres at New 
York, London, Dubai and Dhaka

- Shirin Bandukwalla, Director, SGL

the metal quality by introducing our own set of metal 
quality check parameters along with our jewellery 
certification services. Making it all a one stop solution 
for our customers.
 
What was the thought procedure behind the recent 
advertising initiative #Jaanophirmaano?
As a company we have grown from being one 
lab in 2007 to being a worldwide network of 17 
labs as on 2022 & we are in the next phase of 
growth. #JaanoPhirMano is a campaign that 
helps SGL humbly speak about ourselves, be it our 
achievements or our services & help us strengthen 
relationships with our customers. SGL is a doer brand  
#Janophirmano is hence a reflection of what SGL has 
done so far. Lastly  #JanoPhirMano is a campaign to 
shake the industry status quo of how things have 
been done so far.

With SGL’s technology at its apex, what is your 
future vision in terms of innovations or equipment 
advancements?
We are at the forefront of the tech scenario with our 
detection instrument ‘DiaScreen’ available for the 
trade across the world. Our continuous research in 
the lab-grown diamond detection and classification 
has helped us to be ahead of the game and offer 
the next generation technology. The latest version 
of ‘DiaScreen’ uses a Artificial Intelligence based 
algorithm to detect and classify various types of 
natural & lab-grown diamonds. The future of this 
technology will be its extensive use at the retail for 
consumer experience and hence we’ve build a user 
interface that can enable any retail staff to easily 
interpret the results. 

 
SGL has now established itself as a globally 

recognized jewellery certification brand, what  
is the vision for your Lab grown diamond  
detection service?
Lab-Grown diamonds are here to stay in a format and 
manner that is and will constantly evolve and at a 
pretty decent pace. We already are moving beyond the 
detection service and are seeing a huge growth in the 
lab-grown certification area. We recently introduced 
our latest world-class certificates for natural as well 
lab-grown diamonds in loose as well as jewellery 
formats. The detection, classification and certification 
are all now an integral part of our lab services across 
our centers. It is defacto the fastest growing category 
with the periphery of the gems and jewellery sector 
and we look forward to gaining a much larger share 
of this segment with the help of our tech, standards, 
know-how and top of the line services. 
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Tibarumal Jewellers trains staff, 
gets ‘YOUTH READY’ 

Hyderabad-based Tibarumal Jewellers understands the need to keep pace with 
the evolving client profile and demography.  Targeting the youth market, the 
jeweller has been gradually doing away with dated selling approach that was 

not working for the fashion-crazy millennials and Gen Z

Embarking on a journey 
from a family-run business 
to a corporatized entity, 

a whole new training module 
was felt necessary. According to 
Pranav Gupta, Director, Tibarumal 
Jewellers, the module introduced 
10 months ago has helped increase 
the engagement with the young 
generation. 

In order to do that, the brand 
involved professionals to train its 
current team of 40 staff members 
under a flexible, customized 
module as per the requirement this,” Pranav adds.

To improve staff self-reliance, 
the jeweller has also created SOPs 
and guidelines. This has reduced 
dependency significantly during 
closing crucial deals.

Pranav has observed a 
360-degree-change in the attitude, 
thanks to the sessions. With 
improvement in communication 
with customers and product 
explanation, the conversion  
rates and overall sales have 
improved remarkably. 

The training has also helped the 
jeweller to identify hidden talents 
who are now doing exceedingly 
well. Most importantly, the 
coordination amongst the staff 
members has improved drastically. 
Now, they support each other to 
achieve individual and organization 
goals. Overall, the positive outcomes 
of the training program are helping 
in the organizational and employee 
career growth in a steady manner.

An energized  
in-store environment  

is important for 
customers to feel 

encouraged to shop

As told to Manoj Chakraborty

Pranav Gupta 
Director, Tibarumal Jewellers

of each staff. Discussing the core 
areas, Pranav says he started with 
complete staff grooming, customer 
communication and servicing 
right from the time customers 
enter the showroom till they see 
out the customers. Understanding 
customer requirement, thorough 
product knowledge, upselling, 
and cross-selling were some of the 
important aspects of the training. 
"An energized in-store environment 
is important for customers to feel 
encouraged to shop," he says.

Teamwork is crucial for 
corporatization in a traditionally 
family-owned brand, believes 
Gupta. “In our industry, we have 
employees from all walks of life. 
Creating a hierarchy is important 
for the smooth functioning of the 
showroom and showing a clear 
growth path to the employees. 
It motivates employees to move 
up the hierarchy ladder. Training 
plays an important role in building 
efficiencies that helps them achieve 
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A few years ago in Diwali, a 
new customer came looking for 
silver jewellery for his family. He 
shortlisted jewellery of around 2-2.5 
kg, but was not carrying the required 
money to purchase. He requested 
me to keep the jewellery aside and 
informed me that he will come after 
some time with money to purchase. 
From years of experience, I could 
tell that he was a gentleman and thus 
decided to take a risk. I insisted that 
he should take the jewellery with 
him and convinced him at that. To 
this date, he is one of my biggest 
customers. 

Risk of entrusting unsold 
jewellery to customer paid off

Vardhman Kothari 
Proprietor, Vardhman 
Jewellers, Mumbai

Recently a new customer visited the store to buy wedding jewellery 
for his son’s marriage. He came with a big budget, was looking to buy 
jewellery of around 300 grams, and demanded a healthy discount, which 
the staff denied. However, the customer was adamant, saying he will only 
buy from us with discount. After a while, he realized that the jewellery 
he chose are unique and have high charges. He purchased without 
further argument.

Sold jewellery to demanding customer on our own terms

Sachin Agarwal 
Owner, SK Jewellers, 

Mathura
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One day, an old client came complaining that we sold fake gold bangles to her. She 
was wearing gold bangles with the colour whitened at many spots. She asked for an 
immediate refund to which we obliged. The staff took the bangle from her and upon 
inspection, found that the bangle had traces of mercury on it, for which the colour 
turned white. I called the lady’s husband and explained everything to him. After 15 
days, the lady returned to apologize for her behaviour. We repaired the piece and 
gave it to her.

We have an NRI customer, who regularly visits us whenever she is in the country. 
During one of her visits, she gave us a diamond bracelet to repair. She eventually 
forgot to collect it. We had kept it aside in a safe place, so that it does not get mixed 
up with other jewellery pieces. After a couple of years, she returned to buy jewellery 
and we reminded of what she left at our store. She was overjoyed and told the staff 
that she thought that she had lost it and had kept it a secret from her family for all 
these years. 

Some time ago, a fi rst-time customer came to buy wedding jewellery after getting 
reference form a relative who had visited us during one of our exhibitions. Although 
there were limited entries in the exhibition, we made sure that the customer gets an 
entry. After that, the customer had also visited all our three stores and looked very 
impressed with our collections. During his in-store interaction when he purchased 
wedding jewellery, he informed the staff that our showrooms make him feel like his 
home. We have never received such a compliment. He is now a regular customer 
with us. 

Few days ago, a couple had come to the showroom to buy wedding jewellery for 
their daughter, who was in Mumbai. When I asked them whether she would like 
their choice of jewellery, they said that they will fi rst select the jewellery and share 
those images with her for her fi nal approval. I requested them to take her daughter 
on a video call. They agreed, I arranged our latest wedding jewellery pieces, and 
asked one a staff to assist. I then called her up. Both of us showed her each piece at 
a time. She fi nalised three jewellery sets.

A few months ago, an old customer came to the store with his family to buy jewellery 
for his son’s engagement and wedding. They were browsing designs for engagement 
rings, solitaire jewellery and all. They purchased a few items and showed his soon-
to-be daughter-in-law’s photo, informing that they were planning to visit Mumbai 
and Pune to buy necklaces for the bride-to-be. They also showed us references to 
jewellery images which the lady had liked. At that time, I told them that we can design 
exclusive customized jewellery for their daughter-in-law, to which they agreed. 

Customer at fault, takes back complaint after jewellery   
       inspection

Customer forgets jewellery at store, overjoyed to get it back 
 after years

When a customer feels at home inside our showroom

Finalised jewellery on a video call with bride-to-be

Made the customer happy with special customized jewellery

Rohit Jain
Owner, Sarup Chand 

and Sons, Meerut

Sanjay Kalsi
Founder and MD, JD 
Solitaire, New Delhi

Priyesh Nagar
Partner, Jewellers Madanlal 

Chhaganlal, Indore

Piyusha Nyati
Owner, Ornate Jewels,

Kota

Mehul Oswal
MD, Mahendra Jewellers, 

Kolhapur
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In a world where attention span 
of consumers is continuously 
dropping, brands are finding 

innovate ways to create awareness 
and lasting impression. And such 
wow moments need not always be 
created by showering clients with 
lavish gifts. A small heartfelt and 
thoughtful gesture can touch the 
right chords when extended at the 
right time for the right occasion. 
Kasturi Jewellers, Patna, has done 
exactly that!

On the occasion of Doctor’s Day 
on July 1, the brand distributed a box 
full of perhaps a real surprise to 15 
doctors of repute across the city of 
Patna. The surprise was, indeed, a 
box full of mangoes. 

These doctors hold very high 
reputation for their track record 
in our city. We all know that the 
pandemic taught us the worth of 

calls from several doctors who 
were deeply appreciative of the 
thoughtful gesture. Amidst the 
happy moments, the brand aced 
in getting its identity registered 
permanently in the minds of the 
distinguished doctors in the city. 
After all, who can resist or refuse 
a box of fresh, juicy mangoes? We 
know you can’t!

Kasturi Jewellers extends thoughtful gesture to 15 
doctors across Patna on Doctor’s Day

medical practitioners in the crudest 
possible way,” says Rishu Kumar 
Gupta, director, Kasturi Jewellers. 

We wanted to thank the doctors 
for saving countless lives as always, 
and came up with the most unique 
option of a gift that instantly puts a 
smile on their faces,” he adds.

And that has worked wonders. 
Within hours of receiving the 
gift, the jeweller received phone 

The connect with the current 
mindset is what helps resonate 
a brand and its offerings with 

the younger audience. CaratLane 
sure knows how to ace that. The 
brand has recently released an 
original track that sums up its brands 
mission, confidence, and collective 
enthusiasm to serve the customers 
wholeheartedly. They call it the 
‘CaratLane anthem’.

If you are using music to tell 
‘your story’, you should pick a 
genre just like CaratLane’s multi-
lingual rap song. The entire music 
video features several CaratLane 
employees rejoicing the brand’s 
core strengths, performance 
metrics, wow factors in product 
offerings and the smile they put on 
their customers’ faces. The foot-

sales, and tech team who voice the 
common language of the brand. 

CaratLane releases Caratlane anthem, shows the 
power of purpose and people

thumping track involves everyone 
from back-end operation, leadership, 

The connect with the current mindset is what helps resonate a brand and its offerings with the 
younger audience. CaratLane sure knows how to ace that
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Environment preservation is 
a cause everyone wants to 
work on. Indeed, there are 

beliefs galore and every industry 
stakeholder has the heart at the 
right place when it comes to saving 
whatever remains of our earth at the 
brink of an inevitable climate change. 
Jewel One, a retail brand from the 
house of Emerald Jewel Industry 
India Ltd., walked the talk with their 
seed ball campaign that has got a 
resounding response.

While the initiative begs the 
question how shall any customer 
with no access to adequate land 
would use these , there is a solution 
. Vaideeswaran N, COO of Emerald 
Jewel Industry India Ltd., says, “If 
you throw these balls at a place 
with vermicompost, these balls will 
germinate within 6-7 days with access 

offered buyers to take their selfies 
within a standee that strives for a 
greener environment. “There were 
a lot of inorganic cross promotion of 
the brand,” he said.

Jewel One spreads awareness about ecological 
preservation by gifting seed balls

to water.”
“On this June 5, celebrated as 

World Environment Day, we started 
distributing seed balls to customers,” 
said the COO. The initiative also 

Jewel One walked the talk with their seed ball campaign that has got a resounding response

Since ages, jewellery that 
could stand the test of time 
as heirloom, mattered. 

With tech advancement, few 
jewellers are trying to maximise 
the emotional angle to jewellery. A 
brand quite successful at that feat 
is Vaibhav Jewellers.

The brand has launched a line 
of fingerprint engraved jewellery. 
A masterstroke, the jeweller has 
pioneered a rare technique that 
allows customers to immortalise 
their loved ones and keep them 
close even when they cannot be.

When asked what prompted 
the idea of using finger imprints, 
Keerthana Grandhi, director, 
Vaibhav Jewellers, said, “The 
main concept was designed out 
of the desire to provide a unique 
way to remember and cherish 

Vaibhav Jewellers delivers masterstroke with finger 
imprint jewellery range

special relationships. Your loved 
one’s finger prints get captured 
on jewellery and stays forever.” 

The brand has launched a line of fingerprint engraved jewellery

The finger imprint is possible  
on rings, pendants, bracelets,  
and charms.
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In an attempt to give a realistic 
touch to its latest brand 
campaign, PNG Sons a Fortune 

500 Indian jewellery brand has 
launched a new brand campaign 
with regional flavour to connect with 
the consumers in their language.

Elaborating on the new campaign, 
Aditya Modak, CFO-Marketing 
Head, PNG Sons said, “India is a 
diverse country, language changes 
like water; people love to express 
feelings in their language as it has 
its own flavour. We see that, in 
coming years, new internet users are 
expected to consume content in their 
own language and content marketing 
in regional languages will play a vital 
role for brands across platforms and 
mediums. To connect our brand with 
the new age consumers, we have 
decided to make content in regional 

to use dialects of regional languages,” 
says Modak added.

PNG Sons launches ‘Regional Language Flavour 
Campaign’

languages. In addition, we have also 
moved one step further and decided 

Back in 2021, GRT Jewellers 
introduced an augmented 
reality calendar to build a 

new immersive experience for 
viewers. Now, they are enhancing 
the experience by using the best 
source of feedback i.e. customers 
themselves.

GRT Jewellers posted a contest 
on their Instagram handle, asking 
followers to fill a Google form with 
their ideas and samples to make the 
calendar much more interactive. The 
top 5 participants with the best idea 
stand to win a diamond necklace 
worth Rs 1.25 lac each. 

What is the AR offering? 
Mariappan Muthiah, Ecom and 
Digital, GRT Jewellers (India) says, 
“We distribute millions of physical 
monthly calendars to customers and 
business houses. Every page of the 

contest to get great ideas that can be 
replicated by our AR/VR research 
department in order to experience 
jewellery in a better way.”

The brand is not only engaging 
the users but also customizing 
the experience as per popular 
recommendations for greater 
customer reach.

GRT Jewellers engages followers to brainstorm on 
AR calendar idea through contest

calendar has the image of a unique 
jewellery set or piece on the top. 
By using the Oriana app, if the user 
points their camera towards any of 
those jewellery images, they would 
see a video demonstration of the 
respective piece right on their phone 
in real time. This has been widely 
appreciated and now, we are tying a 





RETAIL PROMOTION

It’s no secret that women love gold. 
What women love equally, are gifts 
and prizes. The two beautifully 

merge at the Ladies special treasure 
hunt organised by Abharan Jewllers 
since the last few years, where 
winners stand a chance to win gold 
coins. As a part of their annual 
‘Ladies promotion’, the jewellery 
retailer organises a fun treasure 
hunt for their cherished women 
customers. The treasure hunt covers 
around 25 kilometers, all in and 
around Udupi. In its second edition 
last year, a sequel of this event was 
organised in Mangalore within 
a week’s gap. Around 100 cars 
participate annually, across the two 
events in Udupi and Mangalore.

From a promotional standpoint, 
these events are a change from 
traditional methods of marketing. 

Breaking the code of promotion, Abharan Jewellers, Udipi, organizes a deeply engaging and adventurous 
‘Ladies treasure hunt’

DRIVING FOR GOLD 

Rather than communicating a 
message it actively involves the 
customers in an adventure that 
will be remembered forever. “I 
think it creates a special affinity for 
the brand, translating into loyalty. 
With these events we provide 
our customers Abharan curated 
memories and experiences they can 
take home,” says Shubhash Kamath, 
MD, Abharan Jewellers. 

The event was promoted amongst 
Abharan’s customer database 
primarily via WhatsApps, receiving 
an overwhelming response. The 
limited number of seats got filled up 
through online registrations in just 
two days. The race was open for all 
Abharan’s customers who wished 
to participate. For local residents 
also it was a great opportunity to 
come and cheer the participants 
and experience the sheer thrill of 
several cars, all driven by Abharan’s 
daring women customers. 

“We thought this activity would 
empower women. For many ladies, 
it was the first time men would sit 
on the passenger or rear seats while 
they drove the car. It was a chance 

to captain the treasure hunt,” adds 
Mr. Kamath.  The jackpot at the 
end of this race was to find the 
hidden treasure of gold coins. 
All participants received one 10 
gram silver coin each, along with a 
complimentary welcome kit. And 
the top three winners took home 8 
gram gold coins, 4 gram gold coins 
and 2 gram gold coins, respectively. 

“Such events not only engage the 
individual customer but a much 
larger community of neighbors, 
friends and family. There is a viral 
element to such events,” shares 
Satvik Kamath, Operations head.

The women were enthralled with 
such a unique event, as something 
like this was never seen before in 
our city, he adds. “Their families 
joined them for this fun filled action 
packed day and cheered them 
with all their might,”. The trust and 
bond which increases due to such 
events definitely affects the sales 
too. ‘We observe many participants 
and repeat customers within a 
few months of these events,” he 
confirms. 

Crowd cheering the participants driving for the gold hunt

 “Such events not only 
engage the individual 

customer but a much 
larger community of 

neighbors,  friends and 
family.  There is a viral 

element to such events, “ 
shares Satvik Kamath,  

Operations head 
Satvik Kamath 

Operations head, Abharan Jewellers 

As told to Krsna Kukreja
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FEATURE | MD AND CEO AWARDS

THE RETAIL JEWELLER 
MD AND CEO AWARDS

Honoring Leadership Excellence 2022

L-R: Ajoy Chawla, Joy Alukkas, Colin Shah & Samit 
Bhatta

Recognizing the tranformations and new level of accomplishments by the 
leaders in Gem and Jewellery Industry 

Achal Jewels & SGL Presents

L-R: Colin Shah, Rohit Kothari, Rupali Suri, 
Dr.Saurabh Gadgil, Chirag Soni, Vikas Mehta & 
Samit Bhatta

L-R: Colin Shah, Vikas Mehta, Shailesh Sangani, 
Chirag Soni, Rohit Kothari & Samit Bhatta

L-R:Vikas Mehta, Colin Shah, Dinesh Kankariya, 
Chirag Soni, Rohit Kothari & Samit Bhatta  
 

L-R: Vikas Mehta, Colin Shah, Suvankar Sen, 
Chirag Soni, Rohit Kothari & Samit Bhatta

L-R: Colin Shah, Vikas Mehta, Chirag Soni, Prerna 
Khurana, Rupali Suri, Rohit Kothari & Samit Bhatta  
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FEATURE | MD AND CEO AWARDS

L-R: Colin Shah, Rohit Kothari, Milan Shah & 
Vikas Mehta

L-R: Vikas Mehta, Colin Shah, Rohit Kothari, 
Kishore Kumar Shah, Chirag Soni & Samit 
Bhatta

L-R: Rohit Kothari, Ajoy Chawla, Vikas       
Mehta, Chirag Soni, Colin Shah & Samit 
Bhatta

L-R: Rohit Kothari, Colin Shah, Prayas Dugar, 
Vikas Mehta & Chirag Soni

L-R: Colin Shah, Rohit Kothari, Mohit Sheth, 
Vikas Mehta, Chirag Soni & Samit Bhatta

L-R: Colin Shah, Vikas Mehta, Dipu Mehta, 
Rohit Kothari, Chirag Soni & Samit Bhatta

L-R: Vikas Mehta, Colin Shah, Vikas Kataria, 
Rohit Kothari, Chirag Soni & Samit Bhatta

L-R: Vikas Mehta, Colin Shah, Vaibhav Saraf, 
Chirag Soni, Rohit Kothari & Samit Bhatta

L-R: Colin Shah, Joy Alukkas, Rohit Kothari, 
Chirag Soni, Vikas Mehta & Samit Bhatta
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RJ PROMOTION

Red Carpet Moments





LAST WORD
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THE RETAIL JEWELLER
(TRJ): What has been 
the greatest lesson learnt 
during the pandemic?
DEEPAK MEHRA (DM): 
One needs to streamline 
business and stay ahead 
in time with tech-driven 
business and inventory 
management. 

TRJ: The business leader 
you admire the most and 
why? 
DM: Ratan Tata, for his 
simple public image and 
his belief in taking Indian 
business on global map 
across categories that were 
dominated by the west.

TRJ: Your favourite holiday 
destination?
DM: London.

TRJ: Your favourite cuisine?
DM: Indian.

TRJ: Had you not been 
in the jewellery business, 
what would you have been?
DM: In the restaurant and 
food business.

TRJ: Your de-stress 
mantra?
DM: Designing and creating 
new jewellery.

TRJ: A book or a movie you 
would like to recommend 

to others?
DM: I mostly watch true 
stories or documentaries.
I am currently reading Rahul 
Bajaj: An Extraordinary Life 
by Gita Parimal.

TRJ: What newspapers and 
TV channels do you like?
DM: Bloomberg Business, 
Vogue business and ET 
Prime.

TRJ: Political personalities 
from history you would 
love to meet in person and 
why?
DM: Indira Gandhi. I want 
to know how she managed 
to sustain democracy and 
control a male-dominated 
political system.

TRJ: Your business 
principle and success 
mantra?
DM: Honesty and passion. 

TRJ: What does happiness 
mean to you?
DM: A satisfi ed client.

TRJ: Your leadership style?
DM: I like to lead by 
example.

TRJ: If you had a message 
for the gems and jewellery 
industry, what would it be?
DM: Honesty is hard, but a 
surefi re way to true success.

Pandemic taught us to stay 
ahead with tech-driven 
business management

Deepak Mehra, Partner, Mehrasons Jewellers, New 
Delhi, loves designing jewellery. In a conversation with 

The Retail Jeweller, he shares his personal insights 
about Indian gem and jewellery trade

Deepak Mehra
Partner, Mehrasons Jewellers, New DelhiWORD 

LAST 

LAST WORD
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